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Resumé 

 

Fremkomsten af internettet og den forøgede anvendelse af nye teknologier har revolutioneret markedsføring 

og måden hvorpå virksomheder i dag fører forretning. Givet disse ændringer i markedet, presser forbrugerne 

på for at fjerne grænserne mellem virksomhedernes offline og online kanaler, da de forventer at kunne 

handle hvor som helst og når som helst, og stadig få en ensartet oplevelse. Med en hermeneutisk tilgang, 

undersøger dette studie hvorvidt det er muligt for en business-to-business (B2B) virksomhed at skabe en 

ensartet kommunikeret brand identitet af deres største brand, der tillader forbrugerne at skifte mellem de 

forskellige kanaler, herunder en ny online brand hjemmeside og detailforretninger, og stadig få en ensartet 

oplevelse af brandet. Resultaterne udspringer fra flere casestudier fra hus og have industrien, herunder en 

brand producent (Fausol) og tre detailister der distribuerer brandet (Flemmings Planteskole, Anchers 

Havecenter, og Plantorama), for at kunne undersøge hvorvidt det er muligt at skabe en ensartet 

kommunikeret brand identitet på alle kanaler i en B2B kontekst. Relevant eksisterende litteratur og 

inspiration fra teorier om integreret marketing kommunikation, brand identitet og vision danner rammen for 

studiet. Studiet foreslår at den kommunikerede identitet af et B2B brand er en dynamisk og cirkulær proces, 

der udvikles over tid gennem input fra både producenten og detaillisterne som et resultat af deres visioner. 

Det fremkommer af studiet, at det på nuværende tidspunkt ikke har været muligt at skabe en komplet ensartet 

kommunikeret brand identitet af brandet på alle kanaler grundet en kløft mellem Fausol’s vision og 

detaillisternes visioner. På trods af dette, viser studiet at det vil være muligt at skabe en ensartet 

kommunikeret brand identitet i fremtiden. Mulige forklaringer på hvorfor det den kommunikerede brand 

identitet på nuværende tidspunkt ikke er ensartet på alle kanaler fremkommer desuden af studiet, herunder at 

Fausol’s handlinger i henhold til promovering af brandet har den modsatte effekt på detaillisternes opfattelse 

af brandet end intentionerne, og at mange af detaillisterne, til tider, ikke er så visionære som teorien 

postulerer. Studiet diskuterer desuden, hvordan det er muligt at skabe en ensartet kommunikeret identitet af 

brandet i fremtiden, herunder at ledelsen i Fausol bør vende fokus mod kulturen internt i organisationen, for 

at sikre, at alle medarbejdere forstår og er i stand til at kommunikere og handle i overensstemmelse med 

brand visionen. Dette vil gøre medarbejderne i bedre stand til at påvirke detaillisternes opfattelse af brandet, 

og dermed have indflydelse på hvordan brandet portrætteres i forretninger, så det er i overensstemmelse med 

den måde brandet portrætteres på brand hjemmesiden. Resultaterne kan hjælpe B2B virksomheder til at 

udvikle en ensartet kommunikeret brand identitet som funktion af integrering med detaillister, og dermed 

optimere deres marketing- og kommunikationsstrategier i et dynamisk miljø hvor forbrugerne presser på for 

at fjerne grænserne mellem virksomheders offline og online kanaler. Studiet bidrager desuden som platform, 

hvorpå fremtidig forskning kan tage udgangspunkt. 
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1. Introduction 
	
 

The emergence of the Internet, the increased deployment of new technologies, and the growing 

importance of in-store technological solutions have revolutionised marketing and business 

(Chadwick & Chaffey, 2012). Given these changes in the marketplace, customers are pushing to 

remove boundaries between physical and online channels, blurring the line between the channels 

(Cuthbertson & Piotrowicz, 2014).  

 

As a result, a new marketing concept is emerging – omnichannel (Cuthbertson et al., 2014). Omni-

channel is a new approach to channel integration, which is less focused on the channel used and 

more on the interaction between the customers and the brand regardless of the channel (Deloitte, 

2013).  

 

With omni-channel marketing there is a connectedness at a deeper level than multi-channel-, cross-

channel-, and integrated marketing. First, multi-channel implies a division between the physical and 

online channels, and there may not be a consistent or integrated approach in using them (Simpson, 

2015). Secondly, cross-channel is about “following” the customer from one channel to another, and 

thereby beginning to understand the experience of a customer who has used a combination of 

several different channels for the same purchase (Simpson, 2015). Thirdly, integrated marketing 

communications (IMC) describes “the interactive and systemic process of cross-functional planning 

and optimization of messages to stakeholders with the aim of communicating with coherence and 

transparency to achieve synergies and encourage profitable relationships in the short, medium and 

long-term” (Kitchen, García & Porcu, 2012). On the surface, the omni-channel concept can be seen 

as IMC’s doppelganger since it is not that far afield from IMC – it is just another way to get at the 

same core idea (Simpson, 2015; EContent, 2015).  

 

The difference between the two concepts is that IMC represents a strategic process associated with 

brand management aiming at developing, evaluating, and maintaining a consistent message of the 

brand across all channels, and communicating this to all internal and external to the organisation 

responsible for the marketing- and brand communications (Kitchen, Brignell, Jones & Li, 2004; 

Kitchen et al., 2012). The emerging omni-channel concept, on the other hand, has the added back-

end data connectedness, using data to understand where effort exists in the customer experience of 
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the brand (Brynjolfsson, Hu & Rahman, 2013). Therefore, seen from a theoretical perspective, the 

emerging omni-channel concept can be perceived as a variation of IMC, or simply as ‘a new twist 

on an old standard’.  

 

In a recent article about key differentiating strategies to omni-channel success, it is argued that 

because customers use all channels as interaction touch points with a brand, it is vital that marketers 

determine how they allow the customers to flow between the channels without losing sight of the 

core brand identity (Aberdeen Group, 2013). This argument is further supported in a survey of 

leading retailers worldwide reporting that the most important aspect of a creating a successful omni-

channel strategy is to create a consistent brand identity, and thus customer experience of the brand 

across all channels (Baird & Kilcourse, 2012). Both studies note the importance of understanding 

the connected customer experience and to get all channels to work seamlessly together to support 

the brand objectives (Aberdeen Group, 2013; Baird et al., 2012).  

 

However, this may be easier said than done, because while creating unique opportunities for 

organisations, it also present some distinct challenges in a B2B context, especially in terms of ‘turf 

battles’, power and ‘silo mentality’ (Schultz, 1993; Gonring, 1994). Even if marketers offer multi-

channel access, there is often a silo mentality present, meaning that channels are treated separately 

since they are often managed by different channel members that are protective of their own 

specialisms, interests and goals (Pinto, Pinto & Prescott, 1993; Barclay & Smith, 1997), or due to 

lack of shared vision between the channel members (Boddy & MacBeth, 2000; Mentzer, Min & 

Zacharia, 2000).  

 

In this regard, a number of authors (Porter, 1974; Glynn, 2007, 2009; Brodie, Glynn & Motion, 

2012; Dawson, 2013; Cuthbertson et al., 2014) have argued how manufacturers and retailers often 

have specific and distinct strategic roles and processes that are related to their fundamentally 

different nature. Some of the most profound differences in manufacturer and retailer roles and 

processes are: 

Manufacturers are primarily focused on stimulating end-customer demands for their brand via 

brand management and key account management that ensure the representation of the brand in all 

channels (Grewal, Lehmann & Levy, 2004). Besides this, manufacturers are likely to be concerned 

with sales promotions that lent support to their existing communications strategy, supporting their 
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long-term brand objectives (Matteson, 1993; Low & Mohr, 1993). In addition, manufacturers are 

concerned with building brand image and awareness (Low et al., 1993; Williams, 1984; Matteson, 

1993), introducing new products (Matteson, 1993), securing shelf space allocation (Aaker, 1996), 

and increasing sales and market share in the long-term (Low et al, 1993).  

 

Retailers, on the other hand, are very often concerned with managing their stores as brands with an 

overall assortment success in mind (Grewal et al., 2004). In this regard, they are often seeking to 

enhance business results by planning with regard to brand and product offerings within a category, 

also referred to as category management (Cachon & Kök, 2007). The increasing retailer 

concentration, competition and emphasis on private labels, make retailers more focused on 

coordinating manufacturer brands with their own private labels within each category (Dawson, 

2006; Harding & Quelch, 1996). In addition, retailers are said to have more short-term objectives 

than manufacturers with respect to sales promotion and the objective of volume movement (Low et 

al., 1993). 

 
These differences and contrasts as to how manufacturers and retailers see and apply the marketing-

mix illustrate the potential for channel conflicts between them (Bakker, 2013). According to Percy 

(2008), part of responsibility of integrated marketing communications is to ensure there is no 

confusion between brand identity and image in the brand communications across channels. 

Similarly, according to Hatch & Schultz’s (2001) Vision-Culture-Image model (VCI), an 

organisation can balance a healthy and strong brand identity if vision, image and culture are aligned 

and complement each other in all brand communications. However, the VCI model only tells that a 

brand’s identity are misaligned if the three elements are not complementing each other, but it says 

nothing about a brand’s identity when multiple visions are involved in the branding process.  

           According to Kapferer (2008), disconnect between the brand identity and the implementation 

can sometimes occur because of inter-organisational problems. In an IMC context, marketers 

employ an increasingly varied means of communications (Duncan, 2002) as well as multiple means 

of going to market (e.g. via retailers as intermediaries), which have influence over the marketing of 

manufacturers’ brands and thus consumer choices (Lal & Narasimhan, 1996; Keller & Lehmann, 

2006). Hence, retailers may develop a brand position for a manufacturer brand that is not driven by 

the actual brand identity (Kapferer, 2008). In this regard, one may wonder what impact the 

distribution of a brand – from manufacturer to retailer – has on the communicated brand identity 

throughout the different, yet co-existing channels. 
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Despite the emerging omni-channel concept has received much attention from consultants and 

companies in practice, omni-channel has surprisingly heretofore only been conceptualised 

theoretically to a limited extent (Brynjolfsson et al., 2013; Cuthbertson et al., 2014; Inman, Kannan 

& Verhoef, 2015). Yet, as omni-channel can be perceived as a variation of IMC from a theoretical 

perspective (Simpson, 2015), this study will apply theory about IMC to get an understanding of the 

emerging omni-channel concept in a B2B context.  

 

Based hereon, this study wishes to investigate the case of the Hornum brand, which is produced by 

the household and garden equipment manufacturer Fausol A/S (Fausol), subsequently sold, among 

others, by the retailers Flemmings Planteskole, Plantorama and Anchers Havecenter. To elaborate, 

Fausol is a Danish manufacturer, whose mission is to develop and deliver coherent concepts with 

quality household and garden equipment to a large number of retailers, including supermarkets, do-

it-yourself (DYI) centres, garden centres and plant nurseries from which it distributes its brands 

(Fausol, 2016a). The company owns a number of brands that are unrelated both to each other and to 

the corporation (Fausol, 2016a). Fausol thus separates its identity as corporation from those of the 

brands it markets. Accordingly, the company can be seen as having what Olins (2008) refers to as a 

brand-based identity (individual brand architecture).  

 

The company’s largest brand, Hornum, has been a well-established brand for quite some time, and 

consists of more than 500 different product numbers and account for approximately 50 percent of 

Fausol’s total sales (Hornum, 2016).  

 

In January 2016, Fausol decided to develop a new promotion channel – a new brand website for 

Hornum – which is targeted directly towards the end-customers (Fausol, 2016b). The purpose of the 

website is to increase the awareness of the brand, to enable consumers to find information on all the 

Hornum products, participate in contests, and easily find retail stores selling the brand (Fausol, 

2016b).  

 
As Hornum so far only have been promoted through retail stores, Fausol now controls the 

communications of the brand identity of Hornum on this particular channel exclusively. In this 

regard, Fausol is deemed relevant to apply as a case study, as it can help shed light on what impact 

the distribution of a brand can have on the communicated brand identity throughout the different 

channels.  
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This angle of approach to an IMC perspective is interesting to investigate, as it can contribute to an 

understanding of whether it is possible to create a consistent communicated brand identity, and thus 

customer experience of the brand across all channels in a B2B context, with the purpose of 

accommodating the evolution in consumer shopper marketing. 

2. Research questions 
 
As Fausol has developed a new website for its largest brand, Hornum, which is targeted directly 

towards the consumers, the company now controls the communications of the brand identity on this 

channel exclusively. However, as Hornum so far only have been promoted through retail stores, it is 

more critical than ever to ensure that the brand authentically express one consistent communicated 

brand identity throughout all the channels to avoid creating a misaligned identity of the brand, and 

thus an inconsistent, or confused brand image.  

 

If the communicated brand identity is not aligned, the brand is unlikely to achieve its fullest 

potential, as the brand may drift aimlessly and appear to stand for nothing in particular for 

stakeholders, and thus be more vulnerable to market forces emphasising undifferentiated products 

as well as price competition (Aaker, 2002). According to Ghodeswar (2008), marketers need to 

develop a vision of how the brand should be perceived by its target audience to be able to develop a 

strong brand identity, and all parties involved with the brand should further be able to communicate 

this identity and care about it (Aaker, 2002).  

 

Thus, the main research question guiding this thesis is: 

 
Will it be possible to create a consistent communicated brand identity of Hornum that allows end-

customers to flow between channels without losing sight of the identity now that Hornum is being 

promoted both through retail stores and the new brand website, or not? 
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To answer the main research question, the thesis will take point of departure in Hatch & Schultz’s 

(2001) Vision-Culture-Image model, as well as Balmer & Greyser’s (2003) AC2ID framework, 

both embracing the identity component. More specifically, the study will take point of departure in 

the vision component of both frameworks to investigate whether it is possible to create a consistent 

communicated brand identity of Hornum throughout the channels. To investigate this, three Danish 

plant nurseries and garden centres from which Fausol distributes Hornum will be applied in the 

study. The retailers include Flemmings Planteskole, Plantorama, and Anchers Havecenter.  

 

In this regard, the sub-questions are as following: 

 

1. What is Fausol’s brand vision for Hornum? 

- What are the core values and beliefs of Hornum? 

- What is the purpose with Hornum? 

- What is the mission with Hornum?   

- What is the vivid description of achieving the mission? 

 

2. What are the retailers’ brand visions for Hornum?  

- What core values and beliefs do retailers hold, and how does Hornum fit with these?  

- What is the purpose of distributing Hornum? 

- What is the mission with distributing Hornum?   

- What is the vivid description of achieving the mission? 

 

3. Given the outcome of the main research question, what does it mean in relation to Fausol’s 

culture? 
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3. Methodology  
 

The following chapter serves to outline the research approach along with the case study approach 

and data collection method. The first section initially introduces the scientific standpoint from 

which this study is conducted and the consequences hereof. The chapter will further discuss the role 

of theory along with the relevant advantages and disadvantages of applying case studies. 

Methodological considerations about data processing and validity and reliability will subsequently 

be presented in regard to the research design.  

 

3.1. Scientific approach 

	
The theoretical scientific approach to this study’s problem area has significance and consequences 

for the thesis process and conclusions, which is why it is relevant to illuminate. As there is no 

correct approach to the given problem, this chapter will contain the science theoretical 

considerations and the consequences of the choice of the scientific approach.  

 

As the thesis mainly focuses on getting an understanding of the concept of the communicated 

identity of a brand, the humanities and social science approaches are at center. This and the nature 

of the research question mean that the thesis is not likely to result in some absolute true 

conclusions. This is because it is not possible that the thesis’ analyses are conducted as a completely 

neutral agent, since what is being observed always will be affected by the researcher’s own 

understanding. In other words, the analyses of the communicated brand identity of Hornum will 

greatly rely on an interpretation of the collected data, and under all circumstances, it will be 

impossible to be completely neutral. On this basis, the hermeneutic approach is selected and used as 

a standpoint in this study.  

 

According to Thurén (2008), there is always interaction between the individual parts and the whole 

within the hermeneutics; the individual parts can only be understood if the whole is considered and 

the whole can only be understood by virtue of the parts. Hence, concepts change meaning 

depending on the context. Therefore, according to hermeneutics, the object cannot be described 

solely based on a quantitative analysis, but instead qualitative data collection is used (Holm, 2010). 

Focus in the thesis will therefore be on a qualitative investigation, cf. section 3.3. 
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As touched upon, all understanding is contextually within hermeneutics, as the individual parts can 

only be understood if the whole is considered and the whole can only be understood by virtue of the 

parts. This is also referred to as the hermeneutic circle, meaning that the researcher, in practice, 

continuing will return with new assumptions in regard to the starting point, and thereby with a new 

preconception (Holm, 2010). This circular process means that it is not possible to assess when the 

“true” understanding of the phenomenon is obtained. Thus, it is not possible to assess whether the 

individual analysis sections of the communicated brand identity of Hornum is the “true” 

understanding. This is due to the hermeneutics own scientific status, which is to obtain certain 

knowledge, but never the definitive truth (Holm, 2010). The hermeneutic circle is expressed in 

Collins & Porras’ (1991) vision framework, which the thesis is taking its point of departure in. The 

individual parts of the vision are analysed, resulting in a new holistic understanding of the whole, 

which in turn contributes to the understanding of the individual parts and so on.  

 

The hermeneutic approach, as discussed earlier, means that the analysis in the thesis to a certain 

extent remains subjective, as it is based on the researcher’s preconception. In the introductory 

chapter, my preconceptions are explicated as a researcher in terms of how I basically understand the 

problem area to be investigated in this thesis. It is these preconceptions I bring into the study, and 

the circular movement between the present study and me as a researcher thus becomes evident. 

Hence, as an interpreter I play an active role in the interpretation process of this research.   

 

3.2. Research approach 

 
Overall, two research approaches can be distinguished between: the inductive and the deductive 

approach (Thurén, 2008). The approaches differ in the sense that induction is when a researcher 

with outset in a single occurrence seeks to arrive at a general principle, thus seeking to come up 

with general assumptions the initial outset is taken in empirical data or findings Thurén, 2008). 

Deduction, on the other hand, is when the researcher seeks to draw conclusions about specific 

occurrences from principles already known or assumed. The deductive approach is thus when a 

researcher create a framework based on existing theories when seeking to understand real life 

occurrences (Thurén, 2008).  
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Due to the nature of this thesis’ problem area, the study mainly takes point of departure in the 

deductive approach. The thesis takes outset in existing theory, and seeks to analyse reality and 

subsequently come up with logical indications of real life cases. The reason why the deductive 

approach is decided is, firstly, because this approach is particular suitable for generalisation. This 

goes well in hand with the purpose of the thesis, that is, being able to reach conclusions related to 

whether it is possible to create a consistent communicated identity of a manufacturer brand in a 

B2B context, which can be highly relevant in all industries. Secondly, as the researcher’s initial 

knowledge of the phenomenon investigated is not adequate, it is valuable to employ existing theory 

as basis for creating a framework for proposition formulations. The study does, however, also take 

point of departure in the inductive approach, as the researcher with outset in single occurrences 

arrives to some general principles, which is the case through the interviews carried out. The results 

from here are subsequently used concurrently in the study, and thus the deductive and inductive 

approaches supplement each other.  

 

3.2.1. Case study approach  

	
To test the theoretical framework in a practical setting, and thus, answer the research question, a 

case study approach is used. The case study method is especially useful when the researcher seeks 

to uncover contextual conditions that are considered to be highly relevant to the phenomenon under 

study (Yin, 2003). In this context, the case study approach is considered to be suitable since it 

combines the deductive and inductive approaches to organisations, as it is from a general theoretical 

framework that concrete problem areas and actions in the organisations are discussed (Rendtorff, 

2007). The case study approach uncovers the hermeneutically based practice and the reality in the 

concrete organisations investigated, and the concrete practices in the cases are analysed in interplay 

with the theoretical preconceptions. In this way, a mutual interaction between theory and practice 

take place. Accordingly, a case study is a hermeneutical analysis, as focus is on the meaning of 

actions in practice in organisations (Rendtorff, 2007).  

 

This thesis employs a multiple-case study approach in opposition to a single-case study approach, 

since this approach is considered to be suitable to the phenomenon under study, which requires the 

conduction of parallel studies to be able to compare the organisations under study in terms of their 

visions and answer the research question. Another reason why this approach is more suitable than a 
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single-case study approach is that the conclusions drawn from multiple-case studies are often found 

to be more compelling and valid since the more cases that can be collected to establish or refute a 

theory, the more robust the research outcomes (Rowley, 2002).  

 

3.3. Data collection 

 
The thesis will, cf. section 3.1. apply a hermeneutic approach and thus qualitative approach to data 

collection. This qualitative approach will include in-depth semi-structured telephone interviews, 

and is considered to be in agreement with the hermeneutic paradigm, emphasising that qualitative 

assumptions involves an understanding of a social or human problem by basing ones beliefs on 

complex holistic pictures formed with words and conducted in a natural setting (Creswell, 1994). 

In-depth semi-structured telephone interviews are argued to be a suitable data collection method to 

this study, as it allows the researcher to explore and illuminate the respondents’ perspectives on 

vision and how they perceive Hornum in this regard, as the method provide much more detailed 

information than what is possible through other data collection methods, such as surveys (Boyce, 

2006). The drawback of applying telephone interviews is the reduction of social cues in terms of the 

researcher not being able to see the body language of the respondents (Opdenakker, 2006). 

However, although social cues are reduced, enough social cues in terms of voice and intonation still 

remain for terminating a telephone interview. Another drawback is that the researcher has no view 

on the environment in which the respondent is situated, and because of this, the researcher has 

lesser possibilities to create a good interview ambience without potential interruptions and so on 

(Opdenakker, 2006). 

 

In this regard, some would argue that a mixed method approach to data collection, where both 

qualitative and quantitative data are combined would increase the validity of the results. Especially 

because respondents in qualitative interviews are prone to bias due to their potential stake in the 

objective under study or for a number of other reasons (Boyce, 2006). However, in opposite to a 

single-case study approach, in a multiple-case study approach, as selected in this thesis, the 

objective is illuminated from several sides, and accordingly the data comes from different 

viewpoints. Therefore, it is believed that potential biases pertaining to only one source of data is 

minimised or neutralised by the use of multiple cases (Denzin, 1978). Some other disadvantages of 

this approach to data collection that can be detected are researcher biases and leading questions. It 
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can be difficult for the researcher to remain objective and open towards different and new 

perceptions of the phenomenon studied due to prior theoretical knowledge obtained before 

performing the interviews. In addition, as the purpose with the interviews is to obtain an 

understanding of possible validations of or deviations from theory, the researcher might 

unconsciously search for specific explanations, which may lead to probe for specific answers that 

can explain certain occurrences. This again may result in respondents coming up with answers that 

satisfy the researcher. This is difficult to avoid in interviews as it often occurs on a subconscious 

level (Creswell, 1994). Yet, by employing the semi-structured interview form with open-ended 

questions, such risk of bias can be decreased to a certain extent in the sense that it provide the 

opportunity for identifying new ways of seeing and understanding the topic as it allows the 

respondents the freedom to express their views in their own terms (Cohen, 2006). In this way, the 

researcher can avoid to merely getting the preconceptions confirmed. In this regard, semi-structured 

interviews do not only confirm what is already known, but also provides the opportunity for 

learning, as the information obtained will provide not just answers, but often also the reasons for the 

answers (Cohen, 2006). 

 

Besides collecting primary data through the use of in-depth semi-structured interviews, secondary 

data will also be collected, which serves to shape an understanding of the cases at hand. Focus 

throughout the thesis is to investigate whether it is possible to create a consistent identity of the 

brand under study in a B2B context, and hence secondary data will be extracted from the respective 

case companies’ websites. Other secondary data such as information about the home and garden 

equipment industry on the Danish market will also be applied to gain an insight into some of the 

more general industry tendencies that may affect the research results. 

 

3.4. Research design  

	
The interviews are planned based upon seven stages: thematizing, design, interview, transcription, 

analysis, verification and reporting (Kvale, 2007), which will shortly be elaborated on. Thematizing 

and purpose of the interview is to help answer this thesis’ overall research question, while the 

design is the examination of the seven stages. As far as concerns the interview stage, the researcher 

have chosen to use an interview guide, i.e. a number of overall questions are defined prior to the 

interview to ensure an overall structure for the interviews. This allows some flexibility in terms of 
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following up questions, change of question formulations, the order and so on (Kvale, 2007). This 

can be on the basis of new information, which can affect the interviewer/the respondent, and thus 

change the conversation to include new perspectives on the objective under study. The interview 

guides can be found in appendices 1-2, and the respondent characteristics can be found in appendix 

3. The transcription and the analysis method relates to the process from speech to text, and the 

following analysis. The interview is conducted by use of a voice recorder, and the transcription and 

analysis are carried out immediately after, to be able to recall underlying opinions etc. The 

transcription of the interviews is more or less literal word-for-word in order to not affect the context 

and the fundamental meaning. The full-transcribed interviews can be found in appendices 4-7. 

Verification is about the validity and reliability of the methods (Kvale, 2007), which will be 

discussed in section 3.5.  

 

Overall, the interview will be divided in two parts. The first part serves to shortly uncover some 

background information about the respondent’s position in the company, and how long the retailers 

have been distributing the brand under study. In relation to Fausol, the first part serves to shortly 

uncover some background information about the brand and the new website. The second part 

directs attention to the particular company’s vision with the brand, or with distributing the brand in 

the store(s) where all questions, as a point of departure, are open-ended questions, and connected to 

the different vision dimensions of the proposed theoretical framework with regard to the definitions 

applied to each one. For every answer the respondent gives that is not adequately, another question 

is asked to make the respondent elaborate on the answer to ensure that the data provided can help 

answer the research question. 

 

3.5. Validity and reliability 

 
As briefly touched upon in the above section, validity and reliability of the methods used are about 

the verification of the research findings.  

 

Validity is about whether the method used is correct, or in other words, whether it investigates what 

is being intended to investigate (Kvale, 2007). The validity applies both internally and externally. 

Internally in relation to the systematics and considerations associated with the seven stages in the 
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planning of the interviews, cf. section 3.4. The external validity is about whether new valid 

knowledge is obtained, and if it can be used (Kvale, 2007).  

 

It is believed that both internally and externally validity is achieved in this study through the use of 

multiple theoretical sources in the framework for analysis. In addition, the combination of the 

deductive and inductive approach ensures a higher degree of internal validity, as the concrete 

practice in the cases is analysed in interplay with the theoretical preconceptions, and thus a mutual 

interaction takes place between theory and practice. Yet, it is important to note that one of the most 

common critiques when applying case studies is the risk of biased views, which can influence the 

findings and conclusions (Yin, 2003).  

 

It is more questionable whether the study is externally valid because of the chosen multiple-case 

study approach. Theory argues, as touched upon in section 3.3. that the validity of this method is 

increased, as the phenomenon is illuminated from several sites. Yet, the research design could 

contain errors due to differences between the cases, as well as the way theory is applied to explain 

the dimensions from the framework. In addition, only three cases besides the primary case company 

are interviewed, which can decrease the external validity. Accordingly, it is acknowledged that 

qualitative data with more cases could have increased the validity of the findings and conclusions to 

a greater extent. Yet, it is still argued that by interviewing fewer respondents allows the researcher 

to dig deeper into the layers of the understandings and answers expressed by each respondent. 

 

Reliability, on the other hand, is about to what extent the findings are reproducible at other times 

and by other researchers (Kvale, 2003). This can be questioned, since the researcher, as touched 

upon in section 3.3, affects the performance of a qualitative study. Thus, the reliability of the 

method used can be questioned, since it is not certain, that other researchers would be able to 

reproduce the study with the same results. Yet, this is not the purpose with the hermeneutic and 

qualitative approach chosen. The purpose is not to reach a definitive truth or conclusion, but rather 

to reach a possible interpretation hereof (Holm, 2010).  
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4. Literature review 
 

In this chapter, a review of prior relevant literature to this study’s purpose is conducted and 

presented.  

 

As touched upon in the introductory chapter, the concept of omni-channel has only been 

investigated theoretically to a limited extent. Besides authors and scholars attempts to conceptualise 

omni-channel, former research has mainly been discussing omni-channel in relation to IT 

(Brynjolfsson et al., 2013; Cuthbertson et al., 2014), or multi-channel retailing (Inman et al., 2015). 

As a consequence of the limited literature on omni-channel marketing, the literature review is 

extended to include existing research of the wider integrated marketing communications (IMC) 

concept. 

 

Given that the intent of this study, as explained in the introduction, is to investigate whether it will 

be possible to create a consistent communicated brand identity of Hornum that allows end-

customers to flow between channels without losing sight of the identity now that Hornum is being 

promoted both through retail stores and the new brand website, three subjects are especially critical 

to the study. These are IMC (as reasoned above), brand identity, and vision. To further understand 

these subject areas, and how they are linked to each other and the study, a more detailed literature 

review of each subject is conducted in the following sub-chapters.  

 

4.1. Integrated marketing communications 

	
A review of the literature on IMC shows that the conceptualisation of IMC has developed 

considerably since its initial formulation in the late 1980s and attracted considerable attention. For 

the most part, authors and scholars have not reached an agreement on the concept and scope of 

IMC. Therefore, the next section will provide an overview of the literature in terms of IMC and its 

conceptual development with the aim of getting to a conceptual clarification of the concept in this 

study. But firstly, the next section will shortly present how and why IMC is important in a branding 

setting. 
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4.1.1. The strategic role of IMC in branding 

	
A review of the literature on IMC implies that IMC is no longer just a communication process, but 

rather a process that is associated with brand management (Kitchen et al., 2004; Percy, 2008; 

Moriarity, Mitchell & Wells, 2012). One of the major reasons for the continuing growing 

importance of IMC is its major role in the process of developing and sustaining brand identity and 

equity, which according to Farley, Keller & Lehmann (2006) “has become a priority for companies 

of all sizes, in all types of industries, in all types of markets”. With more products and services 

competing for the same consideration by consumers, who have less and less time to make 

purchasing decisions, well-known and strong brands will have a major competitive advantage in the 

marketplace (Belch & Belch, 2004). In this regard, IMC should to be thought of in terms of the 

brand offering, as every interaction a stakeholder has with a touch point delivers a brand message 

(Duncan, 2002), and the principal of IMC is to manage each one of these touch points (Shimp, 

2003). As marketing communications are seen as a brand’s “voice”, IMC is perceived as a crucial 

strategic tool for building brands (Keller, 1993; Keller et al., 2006, Keller, 2009; Naik & Raman, 

2003). For Schultz (1998), the brand is the unifying force in the marketplace, and the integrating 

factor around which all marketing communications should be built (p. 8). In other words, branding 

has become a marketing priority (Keller & Kotler, 2006).  

 

4.1.2. IMC definitions 

	
In attempt to getting closer to a conceptual clarification of IMC, Kitchen et al. (2012) propose a 

classification of the different definitions of IMC. More specifically, they classify the IMC 

definitions into three categories: the inside-out approach; the outside-in approach; and the cross-

functional strategic approach (Kitchen et al., 2012), which will be discussed in the below sections.  

 

4.1.2.1. Inside-out approach 

The first formal definition of IMC, representing the inside-out approach, was developed and 

proposed by the American Association of Advertising Agencies in 1989 (Schultz & Schultz, 1998). 

The definition states IMC as: “A concept of marketing communications planning that recognizes 

the added value of a comprehensive plan that evaluates the strategic roles of a variety of 

communication disciplines […] and combines these disciplines to provide clarity, consistency, and 

maximum communication impact” (Caywood et al., 1996). This definition highlights the 
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importance of having one communications strategy and of achieving greater synergy by unifying 

the various disciplines that would otherwise be absent if the tools were used independently without 

reinforcing each other (Brown, 1997). The definition further entails the creation of a “one voice” 

effect by integrating all disciplines at a strategic level to maintain a clear and consistent image and 

message delivered through the various communication tools without losing the identity (Nowak & 

Phelps, 1994; Brown, 1997). Similarly to the initial definition, Kotler (2000) defined IMC as: “the 

concept under which a company carefully integrates and coordinates its many communications 

channels to deliver a clear, consistent, and compelling message about the organisation and its 

products”. However, several authors (Schultz, 1991; Caywood et al., 1996; Kitchen et al., 1999; 

Kotler, 2003) claim that the inside-out approach to IMC lacks an important element, namely 

consumer orientation. The absence of reference on consumers is noted as a weakness, as it ignores 

the centrality and importance placed by IMC on this group as the very essence that differentiates 

traditional marketing approaches from IMC (Kliatchko, 2005).  

 

4.1.2.2. Outside-in approach 

Schultz (1993) recognised the absence of reference on consumers by affirming that IMC is “the 

process of developing and implementing various forms of persuasive communication programs with 

customers and prospects over time […]”. In a later definition, Broderick & Pickton (2001) 

proposed IMC as: “A process which involves the management and organization of all ‘agents’ in 

the analysis, planning, implementation and control of all marketing communications […] focused at 

selected target audiences in such way as to derive the greatest […] coherence of marketing 

communications effort in achieving predetermined product and corporate marketing 

communications objectives”. From this definition, one can deduce some of the main characteristics 

of an IMC strategy in terms of planning all tools in a coherent and synergic way; effectively 

managing and integrating all promotional activities; and managing all communication tools and 

considering all media to send brand messages with the target audience in mind (Kitchen et al., 

2012).  

 

4.1.2.3. Cross-functional strategic approach 

The third marketing approach to IMC is the cross-functional strategic, based on significant 

resources that are invested in the creation of segmented databases and the restructuring of the 

organisation to attempt an even deeper consumer orientation (Kitchen et al., 2012). Within this 
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approach, Kitchen et al. (2012) proposes that IMC is not a linear process, but rather a circular 

process, meaning that all departments and external parties must work together in the planning and 

management of all types of relationships that creates brand value (Duncan, 2002). Duncan & 

Mulhern (2004) later suggested that IMC should be more strategic than executive as opposed to the 

inside-out and outside-in approaches. This thought lead to a redefinition of IMC as: “An on-going, 

interactive, cross-functional process of brand communication planning, execution, and evaluation 

that integrates all parties in the exchange process […]”. This definition reflects a changed view 

where marketing communications management represents a series of processes that cross the 

boundaries across different departments rather than within the organisation (Kitchen et al., 2012). 

 

Based on the three marketing approaches to IMC, it appears clear that IMC has expanded and 

evolved from the “one voice”, coordinated, and consistent notion to a more strategic, integrated, 

and more consumer-oriented approach to brand communications planning (Nowak et al., 1994; 

Kliatchko, 2005). 

 

4.1.3. This study’s conceptualisation of IMC  

	
Though multiple conceptualisations of IMC exist, this study adopts Kitchen et al.’s (2012) 

conceptualisation proposed on the basis of current literature on IMC. The definition states:  

 

“The interactive and systemic process of cross-functional planning and optimization of messages to 

stakeholders with the aim of communicating with coherence and transparency to achieve synergies 

[… ] in the short, medium and long-term” 

(Kitchen et al., 2012). 

 

This definition embraces the multidimensional character of IMC based upon the three marketing 

approaches, as it distinguishes between three main dimensions: one voice; interactivity; and cross-

functional planning (Kliatchko, 2005). Each of the three dimensions will be discussed and presented 

in the below paragraphs to provide an understanding of how they are conceptualised, and why they 

are relevant to this study’s conceptualisation. 
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4.1.3.1. One voice 

	
The “one voice” dimension represents the principal of integration as it involves the maintaining and 

delivering of coherent and transparent brand messages across all marketing communications 

channels and disciplines without losing the sight of the brand’s identity (Nowak et al., 1996). Full 

integration is achieved when all marketing communications disciplines and distribution channels 

are involved in the creation of a “single positioning concept for the brand that drives all 

communications” (Synder, 1991). In relation to this study’s purpose, this dimension captures the 

soul of how to create a consistent communicated brand identity by only speaking with “one voice” 

throughout all distribution channels and marketing disciplines.   

 

4.1.3.2. Interactivity 

	
The interactivity dimension represents the shift from the first two IMC approaches to the cross-

functional strategic approach, as interactivity facilitates a dialogue between the brand and the 

stakeholders (Moriarity, 1994; Duncan & Moriarity, 1998) instead of solely focusing on the 

organisation. As interaction is implemented at the marketing level, especially partnerships between 

manufacturers and retailers becomes very important in B2B settings (Duncan et al., 1998), as 

interactive communications depend on the parties that are involved in the communication process of 

the brand (Moriarity, 1994). In relation to this study’s purpose, this dimension emphasises the 

relationship and dialogue between the brand manufacturer and the retailers, as they are both 

communicating on behalf of the brand in a B2B context. 

 

4.1.3.3. Cross-functional planning 

	
Cross-functional planning is about consistency in all marketing communications that can help 

optimise the relation between messages, channels and receivers (Duncan, 2002). In a B2B context, 

cross-functional planning requires that both manufacturers and retailers gain and apply this 

orientation to communications (Duncan et al., 1998). In relation to this study’s purpose, this 

dimension embraces the importance of the coordination of brand messages across multiple 

departments and functions to allow end-customers to flow seamlessly between the channels. 
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4.2. Brand identity  

	
A review of the literature indicates that there are many views on the concept of brand identity (BI). 

Accordingly, it appears to be a complex task to get an overall understanding of the concept, as the 

existing BI definitions do not convey the same meanings (da Silveira, Lages & Simões, 2011). In 

this regard, the next sections will provide a short overview of the BI perspectives and how other 

disciplines have contributed to the conceptualisation of BI with the aim of clarifying the concept in 

relation to this study’s purpose. 

 

4.2.1. Brand identity definitions 

	
Traditionally, BI has been portrayed in the branding literature as the uniqueness and essential of a 

brand (Aaker, 1996, 2002; de Chernatony, 1999, 2010; Kapferer, 1997, 2008). From this view, two 

different, but co-existing features have emerged: the aspirational and the enduring (da Silveira et al., 

2011). Seen from an aspirational perspective, literature suggests that BI should be seen as an 

internal and aspirational construct (da Silveira et al., 2011). In this regard, Aaker (2002) portrays BI 

as: “a unique set of brand associations that the brand strategist aspires to create or maintain” (p. 

40). de Chernatony (2010) challenges this view, arguing that one of the weaknesses of such 

formulation is that marketers only focus on the internal aspect of branding, and not so much on the 

way stakeholders perceive the brand. According to de Chernatony, thoughts also need to be given to 

the consumers, since their perceptions of the brand may be different from the intended BI of the 

brand strategist (p. 55). Seen from an enduring perspective, literature suggests two perspectives on 

BI: “(1) static, fixed and unchanged as time goes by, independent of environmental context, and (2) 

dynamic, where core values maintain consistency over time, with continuous (partial) adjustments 

to environmental changes” (da Silveira et al., 2011). 

 

4.2.2. Contribution from other disciplines to the conceptualisation of brand identity 

	
Overall, most literature seems to converge to the understanding that identity is dynamic as it 

originates among insiders, and develops through mutually influencing inputs from both insiders and 

outsiders (da Silveira et al., 2011). Authors from research areas within sociology and organisational 

studies (Goffman, 1959, 1967; Hatch & Schultz, 1997, 2001; Balmer et al., 2003; da Silveira et al., 

2011) all understand identity as a dynamic concept similar to the second enduring perspective of BI, 
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cf. section 4.2.1. How these other disciplines to BI can contribute to this study’s conceptualisation 

will be presented in the below sections. 

 

4.2.2.1. Sociology 

	
In the field of sociology, Goffman (1959, 1967) provides a perspective on what identity is, 

highlighting the social and contextual aspects of the identity formation. Goffman (1959) argues that 

individuals develop identity as a function of interaction with others, through an exchange of 

information that allows for more specific definitions of identity and behavior. In this regard, 

Goffman (1959) proposes that all actions are social performances in which performance entails “all 

the activity of a given participant on a given occasion which serves to influence in any way any of 

the other participants” (p. 15). In his work, the unit of analysis is ‘the social encounter’, which is 

defined as “all the interaction, which occurs throughout any one occasion when a given set of 

individuals are in one another's continuous presence” (p. 15). In Goffman’s work (1959, 1967), he 

proposes that individuals control and manage the impressions, which identity performances leave 

on other people. In this context, the individual tries to others a given definition of his/her identity 

(da Silveira et al., 2011).  

 

In a more recent article by da Silveira et al. (2011), it is argued that Goffman’s thinking of identity 

has implications for the conceptualisation of BI based on four assumptions. Firstly, BI should be 

seen as developing over time through mutually influencing inputs from different social constituents, 

including managers and consumers. Secondly, for the BI to be enduring, it should be dynamic in 

order to sustain both the brand’s and the consumers’ identities. Thirdly, the role that brand 

managers and other social constituents want the brand to play may at one point become the BI 

itself. Consequently, what the brand is, and what social constituents want the brand to be, will 

intermingle. Fourthly, it is argued that by transferring Goffman’s (1967) term “expression” to brand 

management (self-identity seeks to balance the expressions the individual gives (i.e. intentional, 

conscious form of expression) and the expressions the individual gives off (unintentional or 

intentional)), the gap will be narrowed between the identity and the image of the brand (da Silveira 

et al., 2011).  
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4.2.2.2. Organisational identity 

	
In the field of organisational identity, Hatch et al. (1997) argue that identity is a self-reflective 

‘product’ resulting from the relationships between culture, image and identity, which form a 

circular process involving mutual interdependence. In this respect, identity is depicted as the nexus 

of influences from top management’s vision and leadership efforts, and in turn, top management’s 

vision and leadership is open to external influences via their concern to manage the image with 

subsequent effects on the identity (Hatch et al., 1997). In a later article, Hatch et al. (2001) 

developed a vision-culture-image model (VCI Model) – a useful tool to identify potential 

misalignments in the organisational identity, in terms of vision, culture and image. Built upon the 

same idea that the three elements are included in a circular process in which they are mutually 

dependent, and represent in one way or another everything the brand is, says, and does, the model 

proposes that the balancing act of a healthy and strong organisational identity occurs when the 

vision, culture and image are in alignment (Hatch et al., 2001).  

 

Balmer et al. (2003) likewise developed a framework for identity, namely the AC2ID framework, 

which is an acronym that encapsulates five identities, including actual-, communicated-, conceived-

, ideal- and desired identity, which act as key for BI (p. 16). The five identities will shortly be 

introduced in the below section. 

 

Actual identity constitutes the current attributes of a brand, which is shaped by a number of 

elements, i.e. “corporate ownership, leadership style of management, organisational structure, 

business activities and markets covered, the range and quality of products and services offered and 

overall business performance (p. 16). Besides this, actual identity also encompasses the values held 

by the management and the employees in the organisation (Balmer et al., 2003). Communicated 

identity is about marketing and communications in terms of the multi-faceted way by which an 

organisation communicates, including primary- (product performance, organisational and 

leadership behaviour); secondary- (advertising, PR, graphic design, sponsorship and other 

controlled forms); and tertiary communications (word-of-mouth, third party communications, and 

“spin”) (p. 17). Conceived identity refers to the perceptions of the brand, such as image and 

reputation in terms of how stakeholders conceive the brand (p. 17). Ideal identity is about the 

optimum positioning of the brand in a given time frame, and is normally based on current 

knowledge about the organisation’s capabilities and prospects in terms of the general business and 
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competitive environment, as well as subject to changeability based on external factors and 

industries (p. 17). At last, the desired identity is about the corporate leaders’ strategic vision for the 

brand (p. 17). 

 

Inferred from the above, each identity emanates from different sources both within and outside the 

organisation. Some of the identities are formed by the company’s communications, some grow by 

the organisational values and culture, reflecting the company’s heritage or current leadership style, 

and others are influenced by a dominant business unit or the mores and precepts of the brand’s 

home country (Balmer et al., 2003). 

 

The overall assumption of the AC2ID framework is similar to that of the VCI model in the sense 

that multiple identities exist and only when these are aligned, a strong identity can emerge and 

strive (Bjerre, Hedning & Knudtzen, 2009). However, according to Balmer et al. (2003), 

congruence rather than perfect alignment among the five identity types is the desired outcome, as 

the changing dynamic of the external environment (as captured by the ideal identity) means that 

change is a necessary characteristic of a brand.  

 

Summarily, both Goffman (1959, 1967), Hatch & Schultz (1997, 2001), Balmer et al., (2003), and 

da Silveira et al.’s (2011) conceptualisations of identity develops through mutually influencing 

inputs from insiders and outsiders that contribute to the identity development. In other words, 

identity is viewed as a construct formed in interaction with others.   

 

4.2.3. This study’s conceptualisation of brand identity  

	
Considering the purpose of this study, the research focuses primarily on the desired- and 

communicated identity from the AC2ID framework (Balmer et al., 2003), the vision component 

from the VCI model (Hatch et al., 2001), and the encounter component from da Silveira et al.’s 

(20111) framework. All components and how these contribute to this study’s conceptualisation of 

BI will be discussed in the following sections.  

 
As touched upon, the assumption of the AC2ID framework is similar to that of the VCI model, in 

the sense that multiple identities exist and only when these are in congruence or aligned, a strong 

identity can emerge and strive (Bjerre et al., 2009). In this regard, this study proposes that that the 
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vision component in the VCI model is similar to the desired identity in the AC2ID framework, since 

both concepts revolve around the organisation’s strategic vision that assist in shaping the identity.  

 
As introduced, the communicated identity component from the AC2ID framework is defined as 

marketing and communications in terms of the multi-faceted way by which an organisation 

communicates, including primary-, secondary- and tertiary communications (Balmer et al., 2003). 

In an IMC context, marketers often employ an increasingly varied means of communications 

(Duncan, 2002) as well as multiple means of distribution channels, which have influence over the 

marketing and communications of the manufacturers’ brand (Lal et al., 1996; Keller et al., 2006). 

Along with this, when consumers choose a brand, they are rarely relying on only one source of 

information, but are rather in contact with different sources of information via the many 

communications- and distribution channels (de Chernatony, 2010). In this regard, the study 

proposes that the communicated identity of a brand in a B2B context is shaped by the visions 

(Balmer er al., 2003; Hatch et al., 2001) of respectively the manufacturer and the retailers. Based 

hereon, this study limits its focus by solely considering the communicated brand identity (CBI) 

rather than the overall BI, which will be discussed more thoroughly in the below sections. 

 

4.2.3.1. Communicated brand identity   

	
Based upon prior identity conceptualisations reviewed, this study proposes a conceptualisation of 

CBI as similar to Hatch et al.’s (1997, 2001, 2002), Balmer et al.’s (2003), and da Silveira et al.’s 

(2011) conceptualisations of identity as developing through mutually influencing inputs from 

insiders and outsiders that contribute to the identity development. The conceptualisation is based on 

the idea of Hatch et al.’s (2001) VCI model, as presented in section 4.2.2.2. However, the VCI 

model does only imply that identity is a self-reflective ‘product’ resulting from the relationships 

between culture, vision (internally), and image, which form a circular process involving mutual 

interdependence, but says nothing about the identity when multiple visions are involved in the 

branding process, and how this will impact the identity. In this context, this study’s 

conceptualisation of CBI is limited to only consider the vision component, however, both from the 

manufacturer and retailers’ point of views. In other words, this study takes the vision component 

out of the VCI model, and considers this component separately in relation to the CBI.  
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Furthermore, as touched upon in section 4.2.2.1., this study transposes da Silveira et al.’s (2011) 

‘encounter’ depiction to the process of the CBI as occurring between manufacturers and retailers, 

rather than between manufacturers and consumers. Such encounters can occur either at the initiative 

of the manufacturer (primary- and secondary communications), or at the initiative of retailers 

(tertiary communications) (Balmer et al., 2003), or at the initiative of both (e.g. information sharing 

and marketing and promotional communications). Accordingly, this study transposes the view that 

brand identity is aspirational (Aaker, 2002), yet enduring in terms of the dynamic perspective (da 

Silveira et al., 2011). In this regard, the CBI is viewed as a dynamic concept since it sustains both 

the envisioned identity of the manufacturer and the retailers. It is further proposed that the 

conceived identity (Balmer et al., 2003) of the brand is reflected in the retailers’ visions for that 

particular brand. More specifically, this study conceptualises the CBI of a B2B brand as: “the multi-

faceted way by which a brand is communicated through mutually influencing inputs shaped by the 

manufacturer’s and retailers’ visions”. 

 
The next section will present and discuss how vision have been conceptualised through the years 

with the aim of getting a more clear understanding of how it is conceptualised in this study in 

relation to the CBI.  

 

4.3. Vision  

	
Reviewing the literature on vision, it seems there are numerous conceptualisations, which 

sometimes are used synonymously, sometimes have overlapping means, and sometimes are 

intended to be distinct from each other (e.g. Hatch et al., 2003; Chernatony, 1999; 2010; Collins & 

Porras, 1991, 1996).  

 
Similar to Hatch et al. (2001) and Balmer et al.’s (2003) findings that vision is one of the main 

components that make up a strong organisational identity, authors have also argued that vision is 

vital to identity and branding, as a means to integrated brand building (de Chernatony, 1999, 2010; 

Floor, 2006; Aaker, 2014). According to Floor (2006), all successful brands have a clear vision, and 

often the vision is the starting point for a unique BI. The value of vision is thus not in the vision 

itself, but rather in the directions and movement it gives a brand (Jones, 2010). In a more recent 

posting on the social media page, LinkedIn, Aaker (2014) expresses his thoughts on BI. While 

writing ‘Branding: 20 Principles that Drive Success’, the author realised two important things 
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about BI. First, he argues that BI is the cornerstone of brand strategy and brand building, and that 

organisations need an articulated description of the aspiration image for the brand, and what they 

want the brand to stand for in the eyes of the stakeholders. Second, despite Aaker (2002), in this 

prior work, argued for the term ‘brand identity’ as a “a unique set of brand associations that the 

brand strategist aspires to create or maintain” (p. 40), cf. section 4.2.1, he now re-labels BI as 

‘brand vision’, arguing that this term better captures the strategic, aspirational nature of the concept, 

as the word ‘identity’ has less energy and often creates confusion, because for some, it solely refers 

to the brand’s visual identity.  

 

4.3.1. Hatch & Schultz 

	
Related to the VCI model as presented in section 4.2.2.2. Hatch et al. (2003) define vision as top 

management’s future aspirations for the organisation in terms of the top management’s reflections 

on who the company is and what it wants to become. The identity component of branding makes 

clear that if it is to have any real and lasting influence within the organisation, strategic vision needs 

to be part of the identity conversation to both insiders and outsiders (Hatch et al., 2003). In this 

regard, the vision is mainly internally held, but it is also reflected in the identity communications 

externally. The authors argue that the vision approach expands the concept of identity into a much 

more comprehensive mix of “mind, soul and voice” (p. 1042).  

 

4.3.2. de Chernatony 

	
de Chernatony (1999, 2010) shares the view that vision is important to identity and branding as a 

means to integrated brand building. According to de Chernatony (2010), a vision should be 

desirable; inspirational, but achievable; stretching; and communicable, and proposes that vision 

consists of three components: envisioned future, brand purpose, and brand values, which are all 

interlinked and self-supporting (p. 115). de Chernatony (2010) describes envisioned future as when 

top management asks itself where it would like the brand to be in the future 10-30 years ahead, 

which encourages a challenging, lateral view about the future (p. 224). Thus, the organisation uses 

the vision as a direction for where it wishes to be with the brand in the future. Brand purpose can be 

described as how the world will be a better place as a consequence of the brand – or the reason for 

the brand’s being (de Chernatony, 2010). However, a brand purpose should be more than just profit 

earning – making profit is an essential prerequisite, but is not a brand purpose per se. Instead, brand 
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purpose should inspire and guide employees to deliver on the brand promise (p. 130). Brand values, 

on the other hand, should reflect and reinforce the brand purpose. Values determine behaviour, and 

from an internal perspective, brand values should reflect the identity behind the brand, in which the 

employees are vital in living and communicating to outsiders (Chernatony, 2010). In addition, 

values relate to certain personality traits, meaning that customers often choose brands with values 

that reflect the actual or desired personality of the individual the most (p. 134). Thereby, having a 

clear set of values for the brand provide guidelines about how to develop the brand for the benefit 

of the customers and enables the brand to be very clear about its point of difference (Chernatony, 

2006).  

 

4.3.3. Collins & Porras 

	
Collins et al. (1991) also suggest a conceptualisation of vision. The authors suggest that it is not 

only the top management who has the responsibility for setting the vision, but that vision setting 

should take place at all levels within the organisation – however, consistent with the overall vision 

of the organisation (Collins et al., 1991). At the broadest level, vision consists of two components: 

(1) a guiding philosophy that, in the context of expected future environments, lead to (2) a tangible 

image. It is by defining these two components that one can see how the two commonly used terms 

are related to each other yet distinct (Collins et al., 1996). The below sections will review the two 

components of vision more thoroughly.  

 

4.3.3.1. Guiding philosophy 

	
The guiding philosophy is where the vision begins, and does often permeate an organisation’s 

decisions, policies, and actions – throughout all phases of the organisation’s evolution (Collins et 

al., 1991). The guiding philosophy often comes from the early leaders who originally shaped the 

organisation, and who imprinted the organisation with their own personal philosophies of life and 

business through their daily actions. In this regard, the guiding philosophy tends to be relatively 

clear when the early leaders are still active in the organisation. However, if the early leaders are no 

longer present, subsequent leaders must take it upon themselves to reinforce the fundamental parts 

of the original philosophy to maintain it (Collins et al., 1991). Accordingly, care should be taken to 

preserve the core elements of the original philosophy, which is identified as the first element of a 

guiding philosophy – the core values and beliefs (p. 36).  
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4.3.3.1.1. Core values and beliefs  

	
This element of an organisation’s guiding philosophy is the basic principles about “what is 

important in both business and life, how business should be conducted, its view on humanity, its 

role in society, the way the world works, and what is to be held inviolate” (Collins et al., 1991:35). 

Both core values and beliefs can span across a wide range of categories, including people, 

customers, products, management and business, society, ethical conduct, and the role of 

profitability. In cases where the vision is effective as a guiding force, these values and beliefs are 

both clear and authentic (p. 36). According to the authors (1991), considering the core values and 

beliefs is not about what values and beliefs an organisation should have, but rather what values and 

beliefs an organisation actually holds, which must not be breached in response to any outside 

pressures.   

 

According to Urde (2009), core values related to a brand can be discovered from two viewpoints: 

(1) values related to the organisation; and (2) values that summarise the brand. Values related to the 

organisation represent an organisation’s “more or less expressed common values, supporting ideas, 

positions, habits, and norms converge to give a corporate culture its character” (Urde, 2009:620). 

Such values often answer the questions of who the organisation is, how it works, and what makes 

the organisation as it is (Aaker & Joachimstahler, 2000). Accordingly, these values are internally 

regarded as important within the organisation, however, this may not be the case for outsiders 

(Knox, Maklan & Thompson, 2000). Values that summarise the brand are often referred to as brand 

essence (e.g. Aaker et al., 2000; Aaker, 2002), and are used primarily to focus and guide the 

marketing and communications of a brand (Urde, 2009). Aaker (2002) understands brand essence as 

“a single thought that captures the soul of the brand”, and that usually have multiple 

interpretations that make the statement more effective (p. 45). 

 

To identify the core values, organisations must honest define what values are truly central (Collins 

et al., 1996). If organisations articulate more than five to six core values, chances are that they are 

confusing core values (which do not change) with either operating practice, business strategies, or 

cultural norms (which in contrast should be open to change) (Collins et al., 1996).  
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This study’s conceptualisation of core values and beliefs 

 
Considering this study’s purpose, the study considers core values and beliefs as both the values and 

beliefs related to the organisation and that summarise the brand (Urde, 2009). More specifically, 

this study defines values and beliefs related to the organisation as: those clear and authentic values 

and beliefs an organisation always will uphold, regardless of environmental change, and which are 

the essence of the organisation’s identity; and values that summarise the brand as: the essential and 

enduring values and beliefs of a brand that capture what the brand stands for, and that will always 

be central characteristics of the brand. 

 

4.3.3.1.2. Purpose 

	
The second element of guiding philosophy is an extension of the core values and beliefs, namely 

purpose. A good purpose should be “broad, fundamental, inspirational, and enduring; it should 

serve to guide an organisation for at least 100 years” (Collins et al., 1991:40). In other words, it 

must be able to grab the “soul” of each member of the organisation. However, purpose may not 

always be present in organisations on the surface, as many organisations have not explicitly 

articulated it (Collins et al., 1991). Purpose can be developed, or discovered by asking questions 

such as: “What would the world lose if our company ceased to exist?; Why don't we just shut the 

doors down and sell off all the assets?; Why do we want to dedicate our precious creative energies 

to this company's efforts? (p. 40). In this regard, purpose does not need to be a differentiating 

factor, but rather a motivating, meaningful and inspirational factor to members inside the 

organisation, as it is these people that need to be compelled by the purpose to generate long-term 

commitment to the organisation’s success (Collins et al., 1991).  

 

This study’s conceptualisation of purpose 

 
Considering this study’s purpose, the study considers purpose as: the brand’s reason for being, 

which should motivate all employees of an organisation to do the brand’s work, while inspire 

change and progress. 
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4.3.3.2. Tangible image  

	
The second component of vision, which core values and beliefs lead to, is tangible image. As with 

guiding philosophy, tangible image consists of two elements: a mission, which clearly focuses the 

efforts of the organisation, and a vivid description through which the mission is made more alive 

and engaging (Collins et al., 1991). Whereas guiding philosophy exists in the “background”, a 

tangible image is in the “foreground”, focusing on people’s attention on a specific goal (p. 42). 

Accordingly, tangible image convey a sense of concreteness – something vivid and real – and a 

picture of the future in terms of dreams, hopes, and aspirations (Collins et al., 1991).  

 

4.3.3.2.1. Mission 

	
This element of an organisation’s tangible image is described as a clear and compelling goal that 

serves to unify an organisation’s efforts 10-30 years ahead (Collins et al., 1991, 1996). Basically, 

mission translates the abstractness of the guiding philosophy into a more tangible, highly focused 

goal that draws the organisation forward (Collins et al., 1991). The authors argue that a mission 

should stretch and challenge the organisation, yet be achievable, and use the phrase “big, hairy, 

audacious goal” (BHAG) when describing mission (p. 42). In this respect, a mission has a finish 

line, and a specific time frame for its achievement. According to the authors (1996), organisations 

can have many BHAGs at different levels operating at the same time, besides a vision-level BHAG 

that applies to the entire organisation. In this regard, the authors have identified four broad 

approaches to mission: targeting, common enemy, role model and internal transformation, which 

will be presented in the below sections. 

 

Targeting involves “setting a clear, definable target and aiming for it” (Collins et al., 1996: 43). 

Target BHAGs can be both quantitative and qualitative. Typically, quantitative targets are likely to 

be financial or involve an increase in physical size. Qualitative targets, on the other hand, typically 

involve taking the company or brand to a completely new level of prestige, success, dominance, or 

industry position (Collins et al., 1991).  

 

Common enemy involves “to create a goal focused on defeating a common enemy” (p. 44). 

Companies that are striving to become number one, but have not yet achieved it, typically set such a 

mission, and thereby tap into the motivation to fight and win (Collins et al., 1991). Despite the 
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obvious advantages of such an approach to mission, there are also negative aspects to common 

enemy missions, including that it can be difficult for an organisation to spend the entire life “at 

war” (p. 45).  

  

Role model involves selecting a role model (be another brand, company, or person), and then 

seeking to imitate their traits and success. These are usually set by promising small to mid-sized 

companies with optimistic aspects in their industries (Collins et al., 1991). Such missions are 

effective to the degree the brand, company, or person selected as role model “generates powerful 

images for the company members” (p. 45). However, sometimes the images generated may be so 

complex that they do not mean the same thing to all organisational members, and thus do not 

provide the integrative force required of an effective mission (Collins et al., 1991).  

 

Internal transformation differs somewhat from the other mission approaches, in that it is focused 

internally rather than externally (Collins et al., 1991). Such mission seeks to transform an 

organisation from within, and is thus often suited to large, established organisations or “old 

organisations that need to dramatically change themselves in order to remain competitive and 

healthy (or, sometimes, to regain their health)” (p. 45).  

 

This study’s conceptualisation of mission 

 
Considering this study purpose, the study considers mission as: a clear and compelling goal that 

serves to unify an organisation’s effort 10-30 years ahead, while stretching and challenging the 

organisation, yet achievable. In addition, this study embraces the thought that organisations can 

have many missions at different levels operating at the same time, besides the vision-level BHAG 

that applies to the entire organisation. 

 

Considering Collins et al.’s (1991) vision framework, environment is also included, as the authors 

argue that the guiding philosophy of an organisation becomes operationalized in the tangible image, 

but becomes so by taking the organisation’s expected future environment into account. Opposite to 

guiding philosophy, mission is affected by the environment, including timing, trends, technology, 

and other external factors. In this sense, environment is a moderating factor in the translation of the 

purpose into mission (p. 46).  
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4.3.3.2.2. Vivid description  

	
The second element of an organisation’s tangible image is vivid description. This element 

represents a vibrating, engaging, and specific description of what it will be like when the mission is 

achieved (Collins et al., 1991). In this sense, it can be seen as a translation of the mission from 

words into pictures, and is essential for making the mission more tangible in people’s minds so they 

can carry around a clearer, compelling image (Collins et al., 1991). In this regard, it is argued that 

managers other than the CEO of the organisation can articulate the vivid description (p. 47).  

 

This study’s conceptualisation of vivid description 

 
Considering this study purpose, the study considers vivid description as: a description of the desired 

end state in terms of achieving the mission, which assist in making the mission more tangible in 

people’s minds. 

 

4.3.4. This study’s conceptualisation of vision 

	
Based upon the literature review on vision, this study defines vision as the constituting component 

of the CBI, and adopts Collins et al.’s (1991, 1996) conceptualisation of vision in terms of the four 

visions components as described and conceptualised in the above sections to get an understanding 

of Fausol’s and the retailers’ visions with Hornum. Most importantly to infer from Collins et al.’s 

(1991) vision framework is that vision provides the umbrella under which organisational and brand 

strategy develops, and thus acts as a guiding star for the development of identity. 

 

Vision is defined as “the guiding philosophy of an organisation, in the context of expected future 

environments, which leads to a tangible image” (Collins et al., 1991). Discovering the first element 

of guiding philosophy (core values and beliefs) can provide insight into how Fausol and the retailers 

employ the brand for the benefit of the consumers, and also be seen as an expression of the CBI, as 

the values explain both internally and externally what the brand stands for (Chernatony, 2002). 

Discovering the second element of guiding philosophy (purpose) can provide insight into the 

idealistic motivations for employees within Fausol doing the brand’s work and to get an 

understanding of what inspire change and progress. In terms of the retailers, it can provide insight 

into the retailers’ motivations for distributing Hornum in their stores. Discovering the first element 
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of tangible image (mission) can provide a useful insight into Fausol’s and the retailers’ missions 

with the brand 10-30 years ahead. Discovering the second element of tangible image (vivid 

description) can provide a more clear understanding of Fausol’s and the retailers’ missions for 

people that are not part of the envisioning process.  

 

The next chapter will present this study’s theoretical framework, in terms of the dimensions and the 

interrelationships between these, which the research is built upon. 
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4.4. Theoretical Framework 
 

Leveraging on the review of relevant literature, this section proposes a framework of the 

communicated brand identity (CBI), cf. figure 1. The below framework provides an outline of the 

dimensions and relationships the research is built upon. The following sections will shortly present 

how each dimension is conceptualised in the study, the interrelationships between the dimensions, 

and how they will be investigated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This study aims at investigating the dimensions and relationships presented in the above theoretical 

framework. As touched upon in the introduction, the main purpose is to investigate whether it will 

be possible to create a consistent CBI of Hornum that allows end-customers to flow between 

channels without losing sight of the identity now that Hornum is being promoted both through retail 

stores and the new B2C brand website. Accordingly, to answer the research question, all case 

companies’ visions need to be identified to be able to compare these, and based on this, analyse and 

discuss whether it will be possible to create a consistent CBI of Hornum throughout the different 

channels.  

 

MANUFACTURER’S VISION (3) 
 
Guiding philosophy 
    - Core values and beliefs 
    - Purpose 

 
Tangible image 
    - Mission 
    - Vivid description 
	

RETAILERS’ VISIONS (4) 
 
Guiding philosophy 
    - Core values and beliefs 
    - Purpose 

 
Tangible image 
    - Mission  
    - Vivid description 
	

COMMUNICATED 
BRAND IDENTITY  

(1) 

Encounters  
(2) 

Theoretical Framework. Figure 1. 
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To investigate this, eight sub-questions have been suggested. 

 
To investigate Fausol’s vision with Hornum, in terms of the new brand website, the following sub-

questions have been suggested: ‘What are the core values and beliefs of Hornum?’; ‘What is the 

purpose with Hornum?’; ‘What is the mission with Hornum?’; and ‘What is the vivid description of 

achieving the mission?’.  

 

To investigate retailers’ visions with distributing Hornum, the following sub-questions have been 

suggested: ‘What core values and beliefs do retailers hold, and how does Hornum fit with these?’; 

‘What is the purpose of distributing Hornum?’; ‘What is the mission with distributing Hornum?’; 

and ‘What is the vivid description of achieving the mission?’.  

 

Besides the above eight sub-questions, another sub-question will be investigated in terms of 

discussing what the outcome of the main research question will mean in relation to Fausol’s culture.  

 

4.4.1. Framework dimensions 

	
The below sub-chapters will present each dimension from the framework separately, the 

interrelationships between the dimensions, and elaborate on how they will be investigated.  

 
 

4.4.1.1. Communicated brand identity (1) 

	
Based upon this study’s conceptualisation of IMC derived from the literate review: “the interactive 

and systemic process of cross-functional planning and optimization of messages to stakeholders 

with the aim of communicating with coherence and transparency to achieve synergies […] in the 

short, medium and long-term” (Kitchen et al., 2012), and the prior identity literature reviewed, this 

study proposes the CBI of a B2B brand as: the multi-faceted way by which a brand is 

communicated through mutually influencing inputs that are shaped by and reflected in the 

manufacturer’s and retailers’ visions.  

 

The CBI conceptualisation embraces several components from the identity literature. Overall, the 

conceptualisation is similar to that of Hatch et al.’s (1997, 2001, 2002), Balmer et al. (2003), and da 
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Silveira et al.’s (2011) in terms of identity as a dynamic concept, and in this context, shaped by the 

manufacturer’s and the retailers’ visions. The vision dimension from the CBI conceptualisation is 

transposed from the VCI model (Hatch et al., 2001) in terms of the vision component, as well as 

from the AC2ID framework in terms of the desired identity component. Vision and how it will be 

investigated is described more in depth in section 4.4.1.2. The CBI conceptualisation also embraces 

and transposes the ‘encounter’ dimension suggested by Silveira et al. (2011). The encounter 

component is described more in depth in section 4.4.1.3. Subsequently, section 4.4.2. will describe 

the interrelationships between the dimensions from the framework.  

 

4.4.1.2. Vision (3, 4) 

	
As touched upon in the above section, this study takes point of departure in Hatch et al.’s (2001) 

VCI model and the AC2ID framework (Balmer et al., 2003) in terms of the vision component from 

both the manufacturer and retailers’ point of views. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, 

several distribution channels often work with a brand in a B2B context (Floor, 2006; Jones, 2010). 

In this respect, the framework proposes that multiple visions are involved in the construction of the 

communicated identity of a manufacturer brand. 

 

The study adopts Collins et al.’s (1991, 1996) conceptualisation of vision to the framework to get 

an understanding of Fausol’s and the retailers’ visions. In this regard, vision is defined as “the 

guiding philosophy of an organisation, in the context of expected future environments, which leads 

to a tangible image” (Collins et al., 1991). How the different components of vision are 

conceptualised and defined in this study has already been presented in section 4.3.3. Therefore, the 

following sections will only briefly touch upon this study’s conceptualisations of the elements, and 

subsequently discuss how these will be investigated in relation to the case companies under study.  

 

4.4.1.2.1. Guiding philosophy 

	
The guiding philosophy of an organisation is the first main component of this study’s definition of 

vision, and is considered as where the vision begins. This study considers guiding philosophy as a 

result of two components: the first being the core values and beliefs, and the second being the brand 

purpose (Collins et al., 1991). Both components of guiding philosophy, and how these will be 

investigated, will be elaborated on in the below sections.   
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4.4.1.2.1.1. Core values and beliefs 

	
As mentioned in the literature review, this study considers the core values and beliefs as both the 

values related to an organisation and the values that summarise a brand (Urde, 2009).  Both types of 

core values and beliefs are considered important, as retailers most likely do not hold core values and 

beliefs towards the manufacturer brand itself, but rather towards their organisation as a whole. 

Therefore, the retailers’ overall values and beliefs (related to the organisation) will be investigated, 

and in this regard, it will be investigated how Hornum fits with these. In contrast, the values and 

beliefs that characterise and drive Hornum will be investigated from Fausol’s point of view (values 

and beliefs that summarise the brand).  

 

As touched upon, the guiding philosophy often comes from the early leaders who originally shaped 

the organisation/brand, and who imprinted it with their own personal philosophies of life and 

business through their daily actions (Collin et al., 1991). Therefore, the core values and beliefs of 

Hornum will be discovered by asking the CEO of Fausol: “What are the core values and beliefs of 

Hornum that capture what the brand stands for, and that will always be the central characteristics of 

the brand?”. By asking this, it becomes possible to get a better understanding of the brand essence 

of Hornum, and thereby capture what the brand really stands for both internally and externally, and 

get a notion of what values and beliefs that are guiding the marketing and communications of the 

brand. 

 

To discover the core values and beliefs of the retailers, and how Hornum fits with these, the 

retailers will be asked: “What are the overall core values and beliefs that drive the operations in the 

organisation?”. By asking this question, it becomes possible to get an understanding of how their 

business works, and what makes their business as it is, and thus get an insight into the essence of 

their identity. To investigate and relate the retailers’ core values and beliefs to Hornum, the 

respondents will further be asked: “How does Hornum fit with these values and beliefs?”. Asking 

this question also provides an insight into what values and beliefs that guide the retailers’ marketing 

and communications of the brand in the stores.  
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4.4.1.2.1.2. Purpose 

	
The second element of guiding philosophy, purpose, is an extension of the core values and beliefs. 

Considering the purpose of this study, the purpose component is studied as the purpose that serves 

for the brand rather than the purpose of the organisation as a whole. In this regard, purpose is 

defined as: the brand’s reason for being, which should motivate all employees of an organisation to 

do the brand’s work, while inspiring change and progress. 

 

To discover the purpose of Hornum throughout the channels, the CEO of Fausol will be asked about 

the purpose of Hornum’s existence, whereas retailers will be asked about the purpose of Hornum in 

terms of why they are distributing the brand in their stores. Discovering the brand purpose can 

provide insight into the idealistic motivations for employees doing the brand’s work, and to get an 

understanding of what inspire change and progress. In terms of the retailers, discovering the brand 

purpose can provide insight into the retailers’ underlying motivations and reasons for distributing 

Hornum in their stores.  

 

In this regard, investigating the purpose of Hornum from Fausol’s point of view, the CEO will be 

asked: “What is the purpose of Hornum’s being besides earning profits?”. Yet, as the intent of the 

study is to investigate the vision primarily in relation to the new B2C brand website, the purpose 

should be related to the website – not solely the overall brand purpose. Accordingly, if the CEO 

does not relate the purpose to the website, the respondent will be asked to relate the articulated 

purpose to the website.  

 

Discovering the retailers’ purpose with Hornum in terms of distributing the brand in their stores, the 

respondents will be asked: “What is your purpose of distributing Hornum in your store(s), besides 

earning profits?”. In case the retailers have not articulated explicitly a purpose with distributing 

Hornum, the respondents will be asked additional questions that can help discover their purpose 

with distributing Hornum, such as: “What would the customers lose if your store(s) stop 

distributing Hornum?” and “Why do you want to dedicate your energies to distribute Hornum?”.  
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4.4.1.2.2. Tangible image 

	
Tangible image is the second main component of this study’s definition of vision. Tangible image is 

defined as a sense of concreteness – something vivid and real – and a picture of the future in terms 

of dreams, hopes, and aspirations (Collins et al., 1991). This study considers tangible image as a 

result of two components: the first being the mission of the brand, and the second being a vivid 

description through which the mission is made more alive and engaging.  

 

4.4.1.2.2.1. Mission 

	
Mission is seen as a translation of the abstractness of the guiding philosophy into a more tangible, 

highly focused goal that draws the organisation forward with a finish line, and a specific time frame 

for its achievement (Collins et al., 1991). This study further considers the four approaches to 

mission, including targeting, common enemy, role model and internal transformation, and embraces 

the thought that organisations can have many missions at different levels operating at the same 

time, besides the mission that applies to the entire organisation. 

 
Discovering the mission with Hornum can provide a useful insight into Fausol’s goal with Hornum 

that unifies the company’s efforts 10-30 years ahead. Discovering the retailers’ missions with 

Hornum, on the other hand, can provide a useful insight into their goals 10-30 years ahead in terms 

of distributing Hornum in their stores. 

 
Fausol’s mission with Hornum will be discovered by asking the CEO questions, including: “What 

is Fausol’s mission with Hornum if you think 10-30 years ahead?; What is it Fausol strives to be, 

achieve, and create with the brand?”. As touched, companies can have many missions at different 

levels operating at the same time. In this regard, and considering this study’s purpose, the CEO will 

be asked to explain or relate the mission with Hornum to the new brand website. In this way, it 

becomes possible to get an insight into Fausol’s overall mission with Hornum, and in relation to the 

brand website.  

 
The retailers’ missions with Hornum, in terms of distributing the brand in their stores, will be 

discovered by asking the respondents: “Looking 10-30 years ahead, what is your mission with 

distributing Hornum in your store(s); What is it you strive to be, achieve and create by distributing 

the brand?”.  
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Subsequently, the identified missions will be evaluated further by identifying under which of the 

four broad categories of mission approaches they fit in, including target-, common-enemy-, role-

model- and internal-transformation (Collins et al., 1991). This is in order to reach a more clear and 

definable view of the case companies missions with Hornum, and thus be able to compare these one 

against the other.   

 

4.4.1.2.2.2. Vivid description 

	
The second element of tangible image, vivid description, is defined in this study as: a description of 

the desired end state in terms of achieving the mission, which assist in making the mission more 

tangible in people’s minds.  

 

The vivid description of Fausol’s and the retailers’ missions with Hornum will be discovered by 

asking the respondents to describe how it will be to have achieved the articulated missions. 

Investigating the vivid descriptions can provide a more clear understanding of their missions by 

making them more tangible.   

 

To investigate Fausol’s vivid description of how it will be to achieve the mission with Hornum, the 

CEO will be asked: “Imagine that we are sitting here in about 10-30 years – try do describe how it 

will be or what it will mean to have achieved the mission you just described for Hornum? The 

retailers will be asked the same question related to their articulated missions with distributing 

Hornum in their stores.  

 

At last, all the respondents interviewed will be asked if they have something else they would like to 

add in relation to the topic to be sure to have covered all relevant angles and approaches, as well as 

to give the respondents the opportunity to include new perspectives, which can be of relevance to 

the study’s results. 
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4.4.1.3. Encounter (2) 

	
The last dimension of the framework being elaborated on is the ‘encounter’ component. As touched 

upon, this study transposes the encounter depiction from da Silveira et al (2011), inspired by 

Goffman’s work (1959; 1967), to the process of the CBI to this study’s purpose. This study 

proposes that encounters, in a B2B context, occur between manufacturers and retailers, rather than 

between retailers and consumers, as the retailers are seen as the manufacturer’s customers. In this 

context, such encounters occur as mutually influencing inputs based upon the parties’ visions, either 

at the initiative of the manufacturer (primary- and secondary communications), or at the initiative of 

retailers (tertiary communications), or at the initiative of both (e.g. information sharing and 

marketing and promotional communications). 

 

The departure point of the encounter dimension further lies in the idea proposed by Hatch et al. 

(2002), in the sense that organisational culture (as the context of internal definitions of the brand 

identity, seen as a function of top management’s brand aspirations (vision)), and images (as the site 

of external definitions of BI) influence one another. More specifically, the framework proposes that 

how retailers perceive the manufacturer brand (image), is reflected in their visions for that particular 

brand. In this regard, the ‘encounter’ dimension takes place as mutually influencing inputs between 

the manufacturer (in terms of the company’s brand vision) and the retailers (in terms of their visions 

for the brand as a result of how they perceive the brand), and this affect the construction of the CBI. 

In other words, the CBI is mutually influenced and shaped by both the manufacturer and the 

retailers, and is thus a dynamic concept.  
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4.4.2. Interrelationships between the framework dimensions 

	
As touched upon, marketers often employ an increasingly varied means of communications as well 

as multiple means of distribution channels, which have influence on the marketing of the 

manufacturer brand (Lal et al., 1996; Keller et al., 2006). In line with this, the framework proposes 

and portrays (1) the CBI of a B2B brand as a dynamic concept that originates among managers 

through the vision they devise for the brand, and that develops through mutually influencing inputs 

from both the manufacturer of the brand and the retailers distributing the brand. Hence, the 

proposed definition of CBI: the multi-faceted way by which a brand is marketed and communicated 

through mutually influencing inputs shaped by the manufacturer’s and retailers’ visions. The impact 

on the construction of the CBI happens when encounters (2) occur either at the initiative of the 

manufacturer (primary- and secondary communications), at the initiative of retailers (tertiary 

communications), or at the initiative of both (e.g. information sharing and marketing and 

promotional communications). At encounter occasions, the manufacturer and retailers present to the 

consumers, or the other part, a given definition of the brand’s identity based upon their visions, 

which impact the construction of the CBI. It is proposed that the manufacturer’s vision is the vision 

with the brand, whereas how the retailers perceive the particular brand is reflected in their visions 

for the brand. More specifically, the manufacturer’s and the retailers’ visions (3, 4) entail their 

guiding philosophies (core values and beliefs, and purpose), and tangible image (mission, and vivid 

description). Accordingly, the role the manufacturer and the retailers want the brand to play, based 

upon their visions, gradually become the communicated identity of the brand, in the sense that what 

they want the brand to be (vision) and what the brand actually is, are two notions that tend to 

intermingle in all interactions and communications (Goffman, 1959, 1967). Hence, the CBI is a 

dynamic concept formed in interaction with others, in the sense that it is a circular process that 

evolves as a result of the manufacturer’s and retailers’ visions.  

 

To investigate the research question; whether it will be possible to create a consistent 

communicated brand identity of Hornum that allows end-customers to flow between channels 

without losing sight of the identity now that Hornum is being promoted both through retail stores 

and the new B2C brand website, both Fausol’s and the retailers’ visions for Hornum will be 

investigated and analysed in the following chapter.  
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5. Analysis  
 

After reviewing the theoretical foundation, it is important to understand the practical implications 

the distribution of a B2B brand – from manufacturer to retailers – has on the possibility to create a 

consistent CBI throughout the different, yet co-existing channels in the “real business world”. This 

chapter serves to present the findings from the interviews along with an analysis and discussion of 

the data. The analysis is based on the four case companies (Fausol and the respective retailers under 

study), in terms of their visions with Hornum. Each analysis section will initially provide some 

relevant background information of the respondents, and subsequently, attention turns to the case 

companies’ visions for Hornum that have been illustrated throughout the interviews, which will be 

analysed in regard to the dimensions of the proposed theoretical framework, cf. section 4.4. The 

full-transcribed interviews are provided in appendices 4-7. 

 

5.1. Fausol’s vision 

 

5.1.1. Background information 

	
The respondent interviewed is the CEO of the company, Kim Faurbjerg (KF). Back in 2004, Fausol 

bought and acquired the Hornum brand that has been on the market since the late 1960’s, cf. 

appendix 4. The brand started as a university experiment on making a good fertilizer, and between 

1970-1980, the fertilizer was distributed to plant nurseries and professionals. In the late 80’s to 

early 90’s, Hornum was distributed and sold through a number of retail stores to consumers. 

Accordingly, through the 90’s, the brand was sold through plant nurseries, and quickly became a 

well-known and best selling brand every year, cf. appendix 4. According to KF, Hornum is now a 

retail brand to the consumers, or “amateurs” or “non-professionals”, and not for the professionals as 

in the beginning. As presented in the introduction, Fausol decided to develop a new promotion 

channel dedicated to the Hornum brand – a new B2C brand website, launched the 1st of January 

2016, cf. appendix 4. 
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5.1.2. Brand vision 

	
As presented in section 4.4.1.2, this study adopts Collins et al.’s (1991, 1996) conceptualisation of 

vision to get an understanding of the case companies’ visions for the brand under study. 

Accordingly, the next paragraphs will present and analyse the findings related to the elements of 

Fausol’s guiding philosophy (core values and beliefs, and brand purpose), and tangible image 

(mission, and vivid description) in relation to Hornum.  

 

5.1.2.1. Core values and beliefs 

	
According to Collins et al.’s (1991) conceptualisation of core values and beliefs, these can span 

across a wide range of categories, including people, customers, products, management and business, 

society, ethical conduct, and the role of profitability. The findings from the interview indicate that 

the core values and beliefs that summarise Hornum fall into particularly three of the categories, 

including products, people, and customers. Particularly five values were implied to be central 

characteristics of Hornum, including quality, innovation, service, consistency, and reliability. Not 

all of them were uttered in a literal sense, however, the following quotes from the interview support 

this notion.  

 

One core value of Hornum implied by KF during the interview was quality, in the sense that KF 

uttered: “We feel strongly about our products being really good products”, and he further 

expressed that both retailers and consumers are buying quality when they choose to buy Hornum: 

“they (consumers) buy the same as our dealers’ perceptions – quality products”. KF also implied 

how Hornum is as a value-for-money brand in the sense that Fausol have chosen to focus on high 

quality, but to a price that is above the average price: “[…] they (consumers) get value-for-money 

[…] you could have chosen a strategy where you charge an even higher price for the products, but 

we have chosen […] that they are of high quality, but to a price that is above the average price”. 

The above reveals quality as a core value that characterises the brand, which is predominantly 

related to the quality of the products. 

 

Another core value implied was innovation, in the sense that KF uttered: “We have launched a lot 

of (products) since 2004, back then there were about 8-10 products, and only a few liquids, but 

today there are many different (products)”. KF continued: “In the beginning […] we wished to 
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keep the old ‘touch’ (the brand), so that people were able to recognise Hornum, but as ‘upgraded’ 

to a newer version”. As with quality, innovation also seems to be predominantly related to the 

category of products. Further evidence that supports why innovation is considered as a core value 

are presented more in detailed in section 5.1.2.2. 

 

It is also evident that service is a central characteristic of Hornum. When consumers buy Hornum, it 

is of high importance that the whole buying process feels nice and pleasant, but also that consumers 

are provided with the necessary information about the products. KF explained: “It is often in the 

spare time they (consumers) use Hornum, so you have to make sure that they feel safe when they 

use the products”, and went on to clarify: “It (Hornum) covers the needs they (consumers) have 

[…] and that you have the information […] and just the whole experience of being helped. Short 

videos on the website, and ads, of course, which help convince you that it is the right choice”. 

Inferred from the interview, the belief of having an exceptional customer service is strongly linked 

to especially three of the categories, including products, people, and customers, which are also 

linked to one another. Products are central to service in terms of covering the consumers’ needs; 

covering the consumers’ needs are accomplished by people (employees at Fausol as well employees 

at the retail stores) whom are central in providing helpful and necessary information that convince 

the consumers to purchase Hornum.  

 

During the interview, KF implied another central belief of Hornum, namely consistency. Before 

Fausol acquired Hornum, the brand was associated with good products, and since the acquisition, 

the company have been holding the belief that this perception of the brand should continue to exist, 

however, in an even more consistent manner. KF explained: “What we started to say was that we 

would develop a design manual so everything (products) had a line, and we would like to keep the 

old ‘touch’ so people could still recognise Hornum, but as ‘upgraded’ to a newer version”. He 

continued: “But still with good products as a point of departure”. Accordingly, Fausol places great 

importance of substantiating that Hornum is a brand encompassing quality products, while at the 

same time consistent across all product lines. Hence, consistency seems to be a central belief of 

Hornum already thought of in the beginning of the acquisition phase. As with quality and 

innovation, consistency seems to be mainly related to the category of products.  
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The last core value and belief implied by KF was reliability in the sense that Fausol’s customers 

(retailers) gets a brand that is easy to distribute in their stores, and the consumers get a product that 

is always working and that covers their needs. KF explained: “They need to know that when they 

buy a Hornum product, they will be in good hands, and our customers get something that is easy to 

sell, and our customers’ customers gets a product that works, and they are happy in the 

consumption process”. In regard to Fausol’s customers, KF implied that it should be easy for 

retailers to distribute Hornum, and that it actually is an easy task for retailers to do so, as they do 

not have to ‘work much for it’: “It should be easy for our customers […] in the form of the 

solutions, which is concept sales, both in relation to the display solutions and the sales solutions we 

have – to shop-in-shop where they are, and simply can take off the foil, and then they are pretty 

much in the work of selling”, and continued: “They have to sell good quality that is known, and 

which they do not have to work for, and then they make really good money too […] so our 

philosophy is; if our dealers feel well, then we are also well off”. In regard to the consumers, KF 

elaborated: “It (the product) covers the needs they have in the garden […], so when they spend 

their spare time, they will always get a good product in the end”. Inferred from the above, 

reliability seems to be linked with the categories of products, management and business, and the 

role of profitability. Products are central to reliability in terms of covering the consumers’ needs, 

always providing products that work; management and business are central in terms of the selling 

solutions always provided by Fausol to the retailers in order for them to profit on distributing 

Hornum in the stores.  

 

5.1.2.2. Brand purpose 

	
As already touched upon, brand purpose can be seen as the brand’s reason for being, which should 

motivate all employees of an organisation to do the brand’s work, while inspiring change and 

progress, and as an extension of the core values and beliefs. The findings from the interview with 

KF seem to substantiate this assertion. The following quotes from the interview support this notion.  

 

When asked about the purpose of Hornum’s existence, KF explained: “[…] that the consumer 

always are aware and have it (Hornum) in mind as something they want to have when going to the 

plant nursery […] it is an attempt to maintain the high quality it (Hornum) has today by constantly 

being vigilant as to what our competitors do, are we innovative enough, do we keep finding new 
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ways of doing things that are smarter, faster or more fun. So our idea is that we always should be 

one step ahead of the others all the time […] and to make it easy to sell more and easy to be a 

happy customer”. Besides the focus on high quality, innovation, and reliability, which seem to be 

an extension of three of the core values, KF also expressed how Fausol wishes to expand with 

Hornum to other markets, not only in Europe, but also globally: “We have created a brand context, 

which I can see being more spread out, both on the Danish market, but also in Europe and in the 

global market […] for me, it is the further development of what we have come to so far – to get it 

further out on the markets”.  

 

In relation to the website, KF pointed out that it is still under progress, yet articulated that the 

purpose, at this moment, is pre-sales and support of post-sales in terms of information, help and 

service supporting the overall brand purpose articulated. More specifically, the purpose of the 

website is that consumers can get all sorts of different recipes and approaches on how to use the 

Hornum products. KF said about the purpose: “It should be from “stable to table” like. […] the 

whole process is in focus – everything from children’s education in the garden to adults’ spare 

time, and how to combine different ingredients in food, and how to fertilise and get more out of the 

products”. KF continued: “[…] support to the consumers so they can search for information in 

relation to the dealers”. When asked about the future intentions with the website, KF did not reject 

the possibility that Fausol eventually will sell directly to the consumers via the website: “It could be 

a consequence […] both on the export markets and, for an example, where we are not present yet. 

[...] maybe with selected products that are not doing so well in terms of the distribution”, KF 

explained.  

 

Summarily, KF seemed to be fairly clear about the overall brand purpose with Hornum. Inferred 

from the interview, the purpose of the brand appears to be an extension of the core values and 

beliefs expressed for the brand, especially in terms of embracing the importance of quality 

(“maintain the high quality”); innovation (“innovative enough”; “finding new ways of doing things 

that are smarter, faster or more fun”); and service (“make it easy to sell more and easy to be a happy 

customer”). The purpose of Hornum in relation to the website can be seen as supporting the overall 

brand purpose in terms of pre-sales and post-sales by informing and enlighten consumers about 

Hornum and the use of the products.  
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It can be assumed that the reason why the whole process, experience, and service are particularly 

central to both the overall purpose with Hornum and the purpose of the website, is due to the 

complexity of the products sold under the brand. Most of the products are not ‘fixed’ products in 

the sense that consumers often do not purchase a final product, such as a pair of jeans, but rather the 

“means” to get to the final product, e.g. by buying seeds to grow vegetables, fruits, flowers and 

plants. Accordingly, there is a greater need for the right amount of information and service related 

to the whole process of “using” the products, so consumers get the feeling of using their sparse time 

as optimal as possible. Besides this, most of the products sold under Hornum are complementary 

products, as they are often interrelated with the use of an associated or paired product, such that a 

demand for one of the products generates demand for the other. An example of this is seeds and 

fertiliser, because the planting of seeds is an activity that calls for the use of the complementary 

product, fertiliser.  

 

5.1.2.3. Mission  

	
As touched upon in the literature review, mission is defined as a translation of the abstractness of 

the guiding philosophy (core values and beliefs, and brand purpose) into a more tangible, highly 

focused.   

 
When asked about the mission with Hornum 10-30 years ahead, KF answered this question without 

much hesitation: “We are here as part of the market that are here to stay – a bit like Coca-Cola. It 

is hard to get away from Coca-Cola, and that is also how it should be with Hornum […] it (the 

brand) is just present”. When asked to elaborate, KF explained more in depth in terms of market 

development: “Expansion is probably what is determined, because if you get it (Hornum) 

expanded, you can typically sell more and earn more”, and he continued: “Right now it is the 

Scandinavian market […] and here we need to expand first […] we have opportunities in Germany 

and England […] but the plan is, once we have succeeded here, we will proceed to the next step, i.e. 

the next market”. Subsequently, KF were asked to relate or explain the mission with Hornum in 

relation to the website launched, and he explained: “You can say that the help you get on the 

Danish website also can be transferred to other sites, and then the language aspect needs to be 

considered – how are we going forward, what do we do on the Swedish market, and other markets 

in the future? Obviously, we should find a solution […] it (the website) must be further developed in 

terms of both content, but also to other platforms, markets etc.”    
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Inferred from the interview, two categories of missions seem to be operating at the same time when 

it comes to Hornum: role model and targeting. In this regard, KF implied that the mission is to be in 

the household and garden equipment industry, what Coca-Cola is in the beverage industry. 

Accordingly, it is a role model mission in the sense that Fausol selects another company as a role 

model, and then seeks to imitate their traits and success within their own industry with Hornum. In 

terms of targeting, on the other hand, KF implied that the mission is to expand geographically, also 

referred to as market development (Ansoff, 1957). KF explained that the goal is to target and 

expand to new geographical markets abroad (Germany and England) once the existing markets have 

been fully exploited (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Finland), cf. appendix 4. This type of 

internationalisation process can be explained by the Uppsala model (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977), 

which clarifies how an organisation first gain experience from the domestic market, and then 

gradually intensifies its activities in new markets, often those that are geographically close 

countries, followed by geographically more distant countries. Accordingly, it is a quantitative 

targeting mission in terms of the goal to expand geographically within the next 10-30 years, both 

through retailers, but also by developing and adapting the brand website to other markets.  

 

It is clear that the mission with Hornum acts as a translation of Fausol’s guiding philosophy into a 

more tangible, highly focused. Furthermore, it appears that the environment acts as a moderating 

factor in the translation of Fausol’s brand purpose into mission in terms of timing (gradually market 

expansion); trends (being as what Coca-Cola is in their industry); and technology (website 

development in terms of content, platforms and markets).   

 

5.1.2.4. Vivid description 

	
As touched upon, vivid description is seen as a description of the desired end state in terms of 

achieving the mission, which assists in making the mission more tangible in people’s minds. 

Accordingly, KF were asked to describe how it will be, or what it will mean to have achieved the 

articulated missions for Hornum. KF explained: “It will mean that there will be many things that 

are easier in everyday life within these areas, because you simply have the necessary products, the 

necessary services, and the information necessary to go and take it (the products) down from the 

shelves and just take what you need – little or a lot of information, or whatever your needs are […] 

you know that there is a platform that gives you the help you need […] and if you do not find what 
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you are looking for, well, then there is some type of hotline to ask […] you always have the feeling 

that you will be helped if you have the need to”. Inferred from KF’s answers it seems that 

conviction is an essential part of the vivid description. It does both include Hornum in general but 

also the new website. Focus is especially placed on reliability and customer needs in terms of 

service, help, and information, which provide a more clear understanding of the articulated missions 

with the brand.   

 

5.1.3. Summary of Fausol’s vision 
	
It is found that quality, innovation, service, consistency, and reliability seem to be core values and 

beliefs that summarise the brand, which all fall into particularly three categories, including 

products, people, and customers. The brand purpose can be seen as an extension of the five core 

values and beliefs. The overall brand purpose is to make it easy for retailers to sell Hornum, and to 

make customers happy. In relation to the new brand website, the purpose is to support the overall 

brand purpose in terms of pre-sales and post-sales by informing and enlighten consumers about 

Hornum, and the use of the products. The findings further indicate that there are two types of 

category missions operating at the same time: role model and targeting. In terms of role model, the 

mission is to be in the household and garden equipment industry, what Coca-Cola is in the beverage 

industry. In terms of targeting, the mission is to target and expand to new geographical markets 

abroad once the existing markets have been fully exploited. In the vivid description of the missions, 

focus is especially placed on reliability and on customer needs and experiences in terms of service, 

help, and information making everyday life easier for both the customers and consumers.  
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5.2. Retailers’ visions 

 

5.2.1. Background information 

	
The three retailers interviewed are Anchers Havecenter, Plantorama, and Flemmings Planteskole, 

which all distribute Hornum in their stores. More information on the respondent characteristics can 

be found in appendix 3. 

 

The first retailer under study is Anchers Havecenter, and is one of the largest plant nurseries in 

Denmark (Anchers Havecenter, 2016), and has been distributing Hornum since approximately 

2004, where Fausol acquired the brand, cf. appendix 5. The respondent interviewed from Anchers 

Havecenter is Carsten Andersen, who is the deputy head of the department. During the analysis, he 

will be referred to as (AH) to underline that he represent Anchers Havecenter.   

 

The second retailer under study is Plantorama, and with its eight major centres spread across the 

country, Plantorama is the largest chain in terms of garden and animals in Denmark (Plantorama, 

2016). Plantorama has been distributing Hornum in approximately 20 years, meaning that the 

retailer also distributed the brand before Fausol acquired it back in 2004, cf. appendix 6. The 

respondent interviewed from Plantorama is Morten Kappel, who is the head of purchasing and 

sales. During the analysis, he will be referred to as (PL) to underline that he represent Plantorama.   

 

The third retailer under study is Flemmings Planteskole, which is a small plant nursery (Flemmings 

Planteskole, 2016). The plant nursery has been distributing Hornum since it came to the market for 

the first time, cf. appendix 7. The respondent interviewed from Flemmings Planteskole is Søren 

Gammeljord, who is the owner of the plant nursery. During the analysis, he will be referred to as 

(FP) to underline that he represent Flemmings Planteskole. 
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5.2.2. Brand vision 

 

5.2.2.1. Core values and beliefs 

	
The findings from the interviews indicate that the retailers occasionally had a bit difficulty 

distinguishing between the values and beliefs they “should” or “wish” to have, and the actual core 

values and beliefs they hold. This was especially reflected when the respondents hesitated when 

answering the questions or when they did not manage to elaborate properly on their answers, for 

instance: “Ehhhh yes, we have a wide assortment […] Ehhh a wide assortment”, FP answered 

reluctantly twice when asked about the core values and beliefs. FP’s hesitation about a wide 

assortment and the lack of elaboration indicate that it is rather a value the firm wish to have, rather 

than a core value it actually holds. During the interview, AH also seemed to have difficulty 

distinguishing between values the firm wish to have and the actual core values hold: “We will really 

like to be able to deliver a really good, wide product assortment, and a good quality to reasonable 

prices to the mass”. AH simply stated how the firm would “like” to hold this value, and thereby it 

does not appears to be a truly central and authentic value of the firm, but rather a business strategy 

the firm wishes to pursue.   

 
However, despite some difficulties distinguishing between what are core values, and what are not, 

the findings indicate that service is a core value above all else that is truly central to all retailers, 

e.g.: “[…] we follow the customer – if possible – from entrance to exit if the customer is interested 

[…] qualified personnel who can answer largely every questions” (FP), and “[…] give the 

customers a good experience when shopping at our store, but also ensure they get a good 

experience with what they buy” (PL). In addition, AH expressed: “The spirit in the firm is that we 

are able to answer peoples’ questions”.  

 

Another core value expressed was continuous self-improvement, which AH mentioned as an 

important driving force in relation to the business, but also in relation to the employees: “It is an 

important driving force – that there are constant change, and that one improves […] it is also what 

the boss has expressed several times; it is important that people are allowed to improve, because 

otherwise you will not have happy employees”, AH expressed. Accordingly, the encouragement of 

individual self-improvement seems to be a basic principle about what is important in the firm, and 

thus appears as an authentic core value and belief of the firm.  
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Quality was another core value expressed by all the retailers, e.g. “[…] we are a plant nursery that 

places great emphasis on good quality at a fair price. In principle, we attempt to be in between the 

expensive specialised stores and the supermarkets that only focus on price, and not on quality”, PL 

uttered. FP further expressed integrity as an important value of the firm in terms of being honest 

with the customers: “Based on honesty. It makes no sense to sell two plants to the customers if they 

only need one”, and he continued: “The customer is not always right […], and if not, they should 

know”. So despite customer service is a core value that appears to be central to all retailers, FP do 

not compromise with its integrity in this regard even though it may contradict with consumers’ 

viewpoints.   

 

When asking the retailers how Hornum fits with the articulated core values and beliefs, the 

respondents indicated that Hornum falls into particularly two of the categories; integrity and 

quality. In this regard, FP uttered that Hornum fits with the value of integrity in the sense that the 

firm can vouch for the products under the brand: “It fits in because it is […] a professionally 

documented good product that we can vouch for, and they (Fausol) have not proven otherwise […] 

so we have to rely that it will continue to be so”. The findings further infers that Hornum fits with 

core value of quality, e.g.: “Hornum have become a brand that people associate with good quality, 

and it goes very well in hand with our store […] they (Fausol) have made a nice series that fits with 

our store and our customers”, AH explained. In the same context, PL expressed: “Hornum fits in 

really well – at least with the fundamentals”, and he continued: “It is a quality product – and that is 

what people associate with Hornum. They expect that it is of good quality”.  

 

Quality is similarly a core value that captures what the brand stands for, in the sense that Hornum is 

a value-for-money brand – a brand with high quality products, but to a price that is only above the 

average price, cf. section 5.1.2.1. The intent of the retailers’ core value of integrity is similar to the 

core value articulated by KF, namely reliability, in the sense that the Hornum products always work 

and cover the needs of both the retailers and the consumers. The three other core values that capture 

what Hornum stands for (innovation, service, and consistency from Fausol’s point of view) do not 

seem to be values that the retailers associate with the brand.  
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However, what is interesting to note, is that even though the retailers gave the expression that they 

consider Hornum as a quality brand, they all expressed their scepticism about Fausol being too 

focused on increasing sales, introducing new products under Hornum, and on distributing the brand 

through more channels, than being focused on the quality and exclusivity of the brand. Therefore, 

even though the retailers gave the expression that they perceive Hornum as a quality brand that fits 

with their store values, the other statements about Fausol’s brand actions indicate the opposite. This 

contradiction will be discussed more in-depth in section 5.2.2.4.  

 

5.2.2.2. Brand purpose 

	
When asking the retailers about the purpose with distributing Hornum in their stores, besides 

earning profits, the findings indicate that the primary purpose for distributing the brand is to support 

the overall store purposes.  

 

FP expressed that the firm’s overall purpose is to deliver the best to their customers, and to 

distribute as many products as possible that are different from the ones in the supermarkets, and get 

consumers to purchase products that other people do not have. In this regard, FP expressed that 

Hornum act as a means to support this purpose: “It is to support our overall concept to say so – it 

(Hornum) has to fit in […] our products have to fit with the values we hold”. However, it can be 

discussed whether the above act as a purpose, as FP simply states that the firm exist to deliver 

products to the consumers, which is merely a description of what the firm currently does. It is 

neither compelling nor flexible enough to last for the next 100 years. So despite every organisation 

has a purpose (Collins et al., 1991), it does not seem that FP have explicitly articulated it. 

Accordingly, to dig deeper into the purpose of why the firm is distributing Hornum, FP were asked 

how the firm normally promotes Hornum in the store, and it was indicated that they often promote 

Hornum exclusively as a brand, but at other times as part of a category: “It differs. But we have a 

lot with the brand Hornum, but also as a category of many”.  

 

PL likewise indicated that the firm uses Hornum to support the overall store purpose: “It is a brand 

that helps driving the category. Whether it is the category for seeds, soil, or chemicals and 

fertiliser, the Hornum brand helps driving the category because it is a brand mark and a 

commodity that people demand and also identify with […] they know it works, and they benefit from 
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this. So it is a brand that drives the category one can say”. This serves as a perfect example of a 

retailer seeking to enhance overall business results by planning with regard to brand and products 

offerings within a category, also referred to as category management, which is a well-known 

retailer practice (Cachon et al., 2007; Grawal et al., 2004). PL was asked to elaborate on this, and he 

uttered: “It can both be promoted as a brand, or for an example we promote it as a fertiliser 

category under Hornum, because it is not as price sensitive […] not many compare it with a liquid 

5 litre fertiliser by a no-name – the conscious consumers will rather pay 20-30 percent more, and 

then they will buy Hornum because they know they will get success”. Accordingly, the firm seem to 

have a two-tier system in terms of promoting Hornum in the store, but inferred from the articulated 

purpose with distributing Hornum, it seems that the firm is primarily promoting Hornum with the 

purpose of driving a category. 

 
AH, on the other hand, indicated that the purpose with distributing Hornum in their store is 

primarily to accommodate overall customer demands and needs: “Hornum is based a lot of 

nutrients in terms of fertiliser in different types, and that is a basic need for most people – they want 

some plants, and they (the plants) need something so they can stay alive”, AH explained, and 

continued: “[…] because it (Hornum) is well-known [...] it is a complementary product – you 

fertilise your lawn, your hedge, your pots, your houseplants, and there is a need for these nutrients, 

and that is what Hornum delivers […] that is why we have it”. Similar to the other retailers, AH 

relates the purpose with distributing Hornum with an overall assortment success of the store in mind 

in terms of the Hornum products as being complementary commodities to some of the other 

products in the store. Additionally, it can be argued that AH uses Hornum to drive more store 

traffic, because Hornum is a brand, which customers are already familiar with and therefore the 

brand assists in selling some of the other products distributed in the store.  

 
Summarily, it seems that none of the retailers have a purpose for Hornum on a lower brand level, 

but rather a purpose for distributing the brand that solely supports their overall store purposes. What 

is interesting to note is that all the retailers mentioned how they either use or promote Hornum to 

drive a category, also referred to as category management. So even though most of the retailers had 

difficulties articulating their purpose with Hornum, this serves as a clear example of how they are 

planning with regard to brand and products offerings within a category, rather than just by brand to 

support their overall business purposes, which is a well-known retailer practice (Grawal et al., 

2004).  
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5.2.2.3. Mission and vivid description 

	
When asking the retailers about their missions in terms of what it is they are trying to be, achieve, 

and create by distributing Hornum in their stores when looking 10-30 years ahead, and how it will 

be like to have achieved it, there were great disparities in the answers.   

 

PL seems to be the only retailer that have a clear mission with distributing Hornum on a lower 

brand level as compared to the other retailers: “It is to become the market leader in terms of the 

Hornum products […] you have a good brand mark – a good brand that is in the high end of the 

quality scale, and that is not destroyed in the market by being distributed on every street corner”, 

and he continued: “10 years ahead, I expect that we are exclusive distributor of Hornum on the 

Danish market”. This serves as a clear and compelling goal that is both stretching and challenging, 

yet achievable, and it fits under the targeting mission approach in the sense that PL has set a clear, 

definable qualitative target as being the market leader in terms of distributing Hornum. This is also 

referred to as market penetration (Ansoff, 1957), which can take the firm to a completely new level 

of dominance, or even industry position. PL were subsequently asked to describe how it will be, or 

what it will mean to have achieved the articulated mission, and he explained that the firm will have 

reached one of its very important goals, which is to have one brand that acts as the only product 

within a category, and thereby making the decision-making process easier for the consumers: “[…] 

having a brand […] that is the only commodity within that category – that is Hornum […] it should 

be that we have actually chosen for our customers […] it is Hornum – the only right choice”. He 

further explained that by streamlining the assortment in the store by only distributing Hornum 

within particular product categories, the consumers will not be confused of the many product 

choices: “[…] if we have two products that are the exact same – the only difference is maybe the 

package or price – then we all of the sudden put a lot of customers in a dilemma because they are 

unsure of what to choose […] and then our staff will be overloaded with unnecessary questions”. 

Having such a great ambitious mission and vivid description with Hornum on a lower brand level 

indicates that the brand plays an important role to the firm in relation to the overall store success. 

 

AH and FP, on the other hand, do not have a mission for Hornum on a lower brand level, but rather 

an overall store mission that the distribution of the brand supports. In other words, Hornum seems 

to act as a pawn in relation to their overall missions.  
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AH explained that the firm’s overall mission is to earn profits to be able to develop, and make 

things more exciting, and that Hornum, among other brands, supports this goal: “I think Hornum is 

nice-looking, and a good product that fits with our store, and our customers are satisfied with it”, 

AH expressed, and he continued: “As a purchaser you always face the choice about which solution 

you think is the best, where you make the most money, where you get the best products, and where 

you get the most satisfied customer. At the moment, I feel we get the most satisfied customer by 

selling Hornum”. To dig a bit deeper into the mission, the respondent were asked how the firm 

normally promotes Hornum, and he implied that they often promote Hornum as part of a category: 

“Kim (the CEO of Fausol) really want us to make a ‘Hornum land’ and things like that, but it gets 

a bit silly you know. Because where we sell fertiliser to grass, the grass should be, and where the 

other fertiliser types are, well, the same place this should be”. Even though AH explained that the 

overall mission is to earn profits to be able to develop, and make things more exciting, it is argued 

that this does not serve as a mission per se, but merely as a goal. This may have to do with the fact 

that AH, at times, found the questions difficult to answer because a lot of them, according to him, 

were very indefinable. For instance, when asked to look 10-30 years ahead in terms of the firm’s 

mission and vivid description, he uttered: “One cannot say yes or no, and I cannot tell you what is 

going to happen in 10-30 years ahead or whether we are even existing at that time”. Accordingly, 

AH was asked some following-up questions to get the respondent to consider the firm’s mission 

again. In this regard, AH uttered what can be argued as a more clear and quantitative targeting 

mission approach: “We aspire to have created the largest garden center in Denmark in 17 years, 

and to make it (the garden center) even better and even more exquisite. To get even more market 

share, and provide people with even greater experiences”. Accordingly, it can be argued that the 

overall mission is quantitative targeting, also referred to as market penetration (Ansoff, 1957) in the 

sense that AH aspires to become the largest garden center in Denmark in 17 years in terms of 

market share, and to provide people with even greater experiences by, inter alia, distributing 

Hornum. 

 

Similarly to AH, FP gave the expression that Hornum simply act as a means to support the firm’s 

overall mission, and that the firm do not have a lower brand level mission with Hornum: “Our goal 

is to have the best of the best in the store […] to tell that we have good products, and that the things 

we have in store, are something we can vouch for, inter alia, Hornum […] well that is our overall 

mission, and Hornum is a part of it”. When asked how Hornum fits in with the overall mission, FP 
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explained: “It is in line with the standards we have for how a product should in that group or 

category […] quality, quality, and quality”. Implied from FP’s articulated mission, it can be argued 

that the mission fits under the targeting approach in the sense that FP has set a qualitative target in 

terms of having “the best of the best in the store”, which can be seen as striving to take the firm to a 

new level of prestige in the industry. FP was subsequently asked to describe how it will be, or what 

it will mean to have achieved the articulated mission. Similar to AH, the respondent had difficulties 

answering this question: “That is far in the future […] so far in the future I do not think at all”, FP 

uttered. Therefore, FP was provided with an example of another company’s mission and vivid 

description to get a more clear understanding of the question asked. Despite of the example 

provided, FP’s first explanation does not indicate a vivid description of the desired end state, but 

rather the opposite: In reality, our ambition is just to survive, and to find somebody who will take 

over the company. So if we say 15 years ahead, either somebody have taken over the company, 

otherwise, we have closed […] the possibility may be that if we look 20 years ahead, Flemmings 

Planteskole may perhaps be one of those who existed once”, he explained. To lead the respondent 

further, he was asked to imagine that the firm for sure will exist in 10-30 years, and asked to 

consider the question again, and FP was a bit more clear: “[…] people should see and know that we 

are here, and they should come here because the products we offer are at the top of the list […] 

they will know that the service and the products they get here, is top-notch”, FP explained.  

 

5.2.2.4. Other relevant retailer perspectives  

	
During the interviews, some interesting new perspectives were also uttered. One of the interesting 

things to note is that all three retailers made it very clear how they do not wish Fausol to act or 

‘become’ with Hornum. FP clarified that even though the firm vouches for Hornum at this moment, 

they do not give many chances to their suppliers: “We are not afraid of replacing a supplier if the 

supplier fail to meet our requirements”. It can be argued that this statement serve as an example of 

power in terms of FP not being afraid to express the company’s position in the B2B relationship 

with Fausol. In addition, AH and PL expressed their concerns that Hornum will suddenly not fit 

with their store concepts. AH uttered: “If it (Hornum) looked like crap – had it been ugly packaging 

or looked awful – then it would not have been on the shelves […] but I am sad that they (Fausol) 

put Hornum in all kinds of small shops”, and he continued: “Kim will of course like to have as 

much revenue as possible, which I understand, but if they suddenly have Hornum on the shelves in 
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Jem & Fix, it (Hornum) will be devaluated compared to what I would like to obtain with that 

product”. In line with this, PL expressed: “Kim like to put Hornum on a lot of things, but then you 

have to keep to the straight and narrow, and make sure that all that is Hornum, is at the top of the 

quality scale, in order to not dilute the good brand”.  

 

The comments by AH and PL indicate how they aspire to manage their stores as ‘quality brands’, 

whereas they imply that Fausol, at times, seems to be more concerned with increasing sales and 

introducing new products under the brand. In this regard, they are afraid that Fausol puts Hornum 

on too many products, or puts the brand on the shelves in smaller shops and low price DYI markets, 

as it can devaluate or dilute the brand, and consequently, the brand will not fit in with their overall 

store concepts in terms of quality and exclusivity.  

 

Besides retailers’ concerns that Fausol ends up devaluating or diluting Hornum through their brand 

actions and future decisions, some of the retailers also gave the expression that they do not think the 

promotion of Hornum, which comes from Fausol, is adequate or satisfying enough: “It (the 

marketing) could be much better – the promotion directed towards the consumers. And also the 

relationship between the marketing being made to the product presentations in the stores […] so 

you, for instance, do not receive some nice paperboards, and when it comes up as paperboard-

displays in the stores, they just collapse”, PL expressed, and continued: “You also have to make 

sure that all POS materials have a certain standard. It is of course a little bit more expensive, but 

so is the brand, which you can charge a higher price for, so it has to be interrelated”. Basically 

what can be inferred from this is that Fausol’s marketing activities that are supposed to support the 

brand in the retail stores contradict with their vision for the brand in terms of being perceived as a 

quality brand. In this regard, PL explained how they themselves, sometimes can and do influence 

the brand position of Hornum in the store in terms of the placement of the products, and with the 

firm’s own marketing activities, e.g. in their own household distributed catalogues or on television. 

According to the PL, the firm do this to create spin-off on the marketing of Hornum provided by 

Fausol. 
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5.2.3. Summary of retailers’ visions 

	
Overall, the findings indicate that customer service, quality, integrity, and continuous self-

improvement appears to be central core values and beliefs to the retailers, and that Hornum fits into 

particularly the core values of quality (a brand that people associate with high quality and that goes 

well in hand with the stores) and integrity (a brand that the retailers can vouch for). Besides this, the 

findings indicate that all the retailers primarily use Hornum to support their overall store purpose in 

terms of accommodating consumers’ demands and needs or driving categories, either with the 

purpose to drive store traffic or support routine shopping needs. Furthermore, it seems that PL is the 

only retailer that have a mission and vivid description on a lower brand level for Hornum, whereas 

FP and AH seem to only have an overall store mission, which Hornum act as a means to support.  
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6. Discussion 
 

In the sections above, findings regarding each case company’s vision have been presented and 

analysed. In this chapter, these findings will be discussed with regard to their contribution to the 

understanding of whether it will be possible to create a consistent communicated brand identity of 

Hornum that allows end-customers to flow between channels without losing sight of the identity 

now that Hornum is being promoted both through retail stores and the new brand website. 

Subsequently, it will be discussed what this mean in relation to Fausol’s culture.  

 

The data from the interviews and the main findings infer that, at this moment, it does not seem that 

the communicated identity of Hornum is completely aligned throughout the channels (the website 

and retail stores) due to lack of shared visions. However, despite Fausol’s and the retailers’ visions 

in regards to Hornum are not completely alike, some similarities were also found. Accordingly, it 

does not seems like an impossible task to create a consistent communicated brand identity of 

Hornum in the future.   

 

As presented in the introductory chapter, integrating all marketing communications can be 

challenging in a B2B context due to potential turf battles, power conflicts and silo mentalities 

related to manufacturers and retailers distinct roles and processes. The results from the interviews 

support these findings to a certain degree by showing that both Fausol and the retailers are being 

protective of their own specialisms, interests and goals. It was found that Fausol is mainly focused 

on building brand awareness and stimulating end-customer demands for Hornum via the new 

website to increase sales and market share in the long-term, and on introducing new products under 

the brand to stay innovative and one step ahead of the competitors. On the other hand, it was found 

that the retailers are mainly concerned with managing their stores as brands with the overall store 

assortment in mind. In this regard, the retailers expressed that they are often planning with regard to 

brand and product offerings within a category (category management) rather than by the brand. 

 

These differences and contrasts as to how Fausol and the retailers apply the marketing-mix ceteris 

paribus affect how Hornum is being portrayed on respectively the website and in the retail stores. 

The fact that the retailers often promote Hornum as part of a category instead of by brand, can help 

them increase sales and profits as they can maximise synergies and minimize unproductive 
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competition between their own brands and products. However, it should not be neglected that that 

this type of promotion method also can obscure interdependencies and associated cross category 

opportunities (Porter, 2011), and replace the brand bias stemming from Fausol’s interest in 

maximising market share with a more objective view based on volume movement. Besides this, it 

can be discussed whether such promotion method will result in a perceived devaluation of the 

brand’s quality in the sense that consumers may simply consider the brand as “one of many” within 

a certain category, and accordingly consider the other brands within that category to be potentially 

cheaper and more reasonable substitutes.  

 

Besides the results showing that the communicated identity of Hornum, at this moment, does not 

seem to be completely aligned throughout the channels due to a lack of shared visions between 

Fausol and the retailers, the results also showed some more unexpected, yet interesting findings, cf. 

section 5.2.2.4. During the interviews, information was obtained that did not only provide answers 

to the questions asked, but also provide some of the reasons for the answers, which can assist in the 

discussion of whether it will be possible to create a consistent communicated identity of Hornum 

throughout the channels. This will be discussed in the below sup-chapter.   

 

6.1. What went wrong? 

	
Several findings from the interviews can illuminate why it might have went wrong in terms of the 

lack of shared visions between Fausol and the retailers in relation to Hornum. Overall these findings 

can be argued to be twofold; one having to do with Fausol’s brand actions, and the other having to 

do with the retailers, at times, lack of being visionary. Both findings will be discussed in the below 

sections.   

 

The first findings relates to how the retailers perceive Hornum based upon the brand actions and 

communications on the initiative of Fausol: the retailers think poorly about some of Fausol’s 

management methods of Hornum in terms of the POS materials the firm delivers to the stores, the 

constant launching of new products under the brand, and the distribution strategy and aspirations for 

the brand.  
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In terms of the delivered POS materials, some of the retailers expressed how they think the 

materials supporting the branding and marketing of Hornum in the stores could be much better, 

since a large portion of the marketing materials are not adequate enough in terms of quality, cf. 

section 5.2.2.4. This is a quite interesting finding, as Fausol’s actions in principle should support the 

firm’s vision with the brand. Rather it seems to have the opposite effect, as the vision with the 

brand, in terms of being a high quality brand, and the means employed to promote the brand, are not 

in consistency.  

 

In terms of the constant launching of products, the retailers gave the expression that they think 

Hornum is being devaluated or diluted when Fausol launches and aspires to launch too many 

different product categories under the brand that are, according to them, not always in line with the 

brand, cf. section 5.2.2.4. What is interesting to note in this regard is that Fausol gave the 

expression that one of the core values capturing what Hornum stands for and that are part of the 

brand purpose, is to be innovative by launching new products as an attempt to constantly being 

vigilant as to what the competitors do. This is, however, being perceived by the retailers with the 

opposite effect as being devaluating for the brand, since they think Fausol is focusing more on 

quantity in terms of increasing sales rather than the quality of the brand.  

 

In terms of distribution, the retailers expressed their concerns about Fausol’s distribution strategy 

for Hornum, cf. section 5.2.2.4. Some of the retailers are unhappy that Hornum is sold in smaller 

shops, and if Fausol also decides to distribute the brand in low price DYI markets in the future, as 

both outcomes will devaluate the brand. At the moment, Fausol distributes Hornum to leading plant 

nurseries as well as the DYI center, Bauhause and the chain, Bilka (Fausol, 2016c), which can be 

defined as selective distribution, as the firm has chosen a number of stores to distribute the brand. 

However, if Fausol also distribute Hornum in smaller shops, or begins distributing the brand in low 

price DYI markets, the distribution strategy will rather become intensive. It can be discussed 

whether such an initiative will be a clever strategy to pursue for Hornum, as one can assume, based 

on the interviews, that it will defray current retailers from continuing distributing Hornum in their 

stores due to devaluation of the exclusivity and quality of the brand.  
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The above findings implies that the retailers perceive Hornum, in some cases, as opposite as what 

Fausol’s intentions is with the brand in terms of being a high quality brand, an innovative brand, 

and an exclusive brand, due to their brand actions. 

 

The second finding that can illuminate why it might have went wrong in terms of the lack of shared 

visions between Fausol and the retailers have to do with the retailers’, at times, lack of being 

visionary. It can be inferred from the interviews that the retailers in general had difficulties being 

visionary, especially in terms of articulating their missions and the associated vivid descriptions of 

the desired end state. There are several possible explanations for this. 

 

One possible explanation is that many of the respondents who represent the retailers may not be 

highly educated practitioners, and accordingly, it may not that natural to them to think that far into 

the future in terms of vision, and therefore, they may not be as visionary. In addition, it can be 

argued that especially the smaller plant nurseries interviewed, does not think that far into the future, 

because of increased competition in the industry. The number of home and garden specialist 

retailers have increased due to growing activity in real estate, resulting in Danes, who change living 

locations, choose to invest in their new residences in order to have a new modern home to satisfy 

their needs (Euromonitor, 2016). In this regard, as a small actor on the market, the future aspirations 

10-30 years ahead can be difficult to envision, as indicated by FP. 

  

Another possible explanation is that all the retailers are family-owned where the businesses have 

been inherited by new generations. Accordingly, it is uncertain whether the fundamental parts of the 

vision, which often comes from the early leaders who originally shaped the firms, have been 

successfully passed on to the subsequent leaders that inherited the firms. If the subsequent leaders 

have not take it upon themselves to reinforce the fundamental parts of the original vision, and 

communicated this internally to both top management and the other employees, it is likely that the 

respondents have expressed their own personal views during the interviews. If this is the case, it can 

be discussed whether the retailers fall under the category of being ‘visionary organisations’. Only 

one of the respondents representing the retailers has a CEO position, whereas the other respondents 

were middle managers in the respective firms. However, it is argued that interviewing the middle 

managers also provides a truthfully picture of the firms’ visions, because, as argued by Collins et al. 

(1991), vision setting can and should take place at all levels of an organisation, and is not only for 
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CEOs. Nevertheless, one may wonder whether the answers would have provided different results if 

only the CEOs of the firms were interviewed.  

Another interested finding in this regard is that only one of the retailers have a mission for Hornum 

on a lower brand level. Prior theory asserts that organisations often have many missions at different 

levels operating at the same time, besides a vision-level mission that applies to the entire 

organisation (Collins et al., 1996). Contrary to this suggestion, it was found that two of the retailers 

only have an overall vision-level mission. A possible explanation for why most of the retailers do 

not have a mission for Hornum on a lower brand level may have to do with the fact that as a retailer 

you often deal with a large number of different brands and an even larger number of products. 

Accordingly, retailers may not have explicitly articulated a mission per se for the individual brands 

that are not private labels. Additionally, as presented in the introductory chapter, retailers are often 

managing their stores as brands, which can explain why they are mainly concerned with their 

overall store missions, and not the individual brands per se. In this regard, it can also be discussed 

whether the retailers are actually being conscious about how Hornum supports their overall visions, 

or whether they just gave the expressions of being so in the interviews. This can have to do with the 

fact that they outwardly want to be perceived as firms that give full consideration to every aspect of 

their businesses, including the brands they distribute, e.g. Hornum, because 1) they know that what 

they are saying might be published somewhere where prospects and stakeholders are able to access, 

and 2) they know that this research is taking point of departure in Fausol, and accordingly that 

Fausol will have access to the study and the interviews, and therefore want to portray that Hornum 

is a brand that is of interest to them and their stores to avoid coming in bad standing.  

 
Summarily, it can be implied from the findings that the visions of Fausol and the retailers are not in 

completely alignment at this moment, and the above sections illuminate possible explanations for 

this. Overall, the lack of shared visions between the parties mainly seems to have to do with the 

distinct roles and processes that are related to their fundamentally different nature. This is 

manifested, inter alia, at encounters occasions between the parties, either at the initiative of retailers 

(in-store communications of the brand, especially in terms of employing category management), or 

at the initiative of Fausol (brand advertising in-stores and the supporting brand activities on the 

website. In an IMC context, relationship and dialogue between the manufacturer and retailers are of 

high importance, as they are both involved in the communication process of the brand (Moriarity, 

1994). However, it seems that the dialogue between Fausol and the retailers have not facilitated 

coherence and transparency in the communications due to a lack of shared visions.  
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6.2. What does the results mean in relation to Fausol’s culture? 

	
This sub-chapter will discuss what the findings mean in relation to Fausol’s culture. The results 

from the interviews, and what these mean in relation to Fausol’s culture can partially be explained 

by the VCI-model (Hatch et al., 2001), and partially by the AC2ID framework (Balmer et al., 

2003). 

 
As proposed in relation to the theoretical framework, how the retailers perceive the brand (the 

retailers’ image of Hornum) is reflected in their respective visions in relation to the brand. Thus, the 

retailers’ visions can be explained by the image component of the VCI-model, whereas Fausol’s 

vision can be explained by the vision component of the VCI-model 

 
Considering the VCI-model, it can be argued that the vision component and the image component 

are misaligned, and thus, at the moment, there is a vision-image gap in the CBI of Hornum, cf. 

section 6.1. As can be concluded from the analysis and previous discussion sections, it does not 

seems that Fausol have not managed to communicate a clear and concise vision of their aspirations 

with Hornum to the retailers. When Fausol aspire to portray Hornum as brand that is innovative, 

consistent, reliable, and of high quality, but that some of their brand actions and methods are 

indicate the opposite, it has affected how retailers perceive the brand in the wrong direction, which, 

in turn, is reflected in their visions. Accordingly, it seems that Fausol have underestimated the 

importance of the way, or rather the methods employed, to communicate their brand vision to the 

retailers.  

 
In line with the VCI-model, the AC2ID framework proposed by Balmer et al. (2003) can further 

assist in explaining the results from the interviews. As presented in the literature review, the 

framework encapsulates five identities, including actual-, communicated-, conceived-, ideal- and 

desired identity, which acts as key for a brand’s identity, and should all be in congruence with one 

another for a strong identity to emerge and strive (Bjerre et al., 2009). Concluded from the analysis 

and discussion sections, the desired identity (Fausol’s vision for the brand) and the conceived 

identity (the retailers’ perceptions of the brand) lack congruence at this moment. The desired 

identity is formed by Fausol’s organisational values and culture, whereas the conceived identity is 

formed by Fausol’s communications. The lack of congruence between the two identities affects the 

communicated identity, in the sense that the primary- and secondary communications (emanating 

from Fausol) are not consistent with the tertiary communications (emanating from the retailers).  
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So what does this mean in relation to Fausol’s culture? Even though it seems that the CBI of 

Hornum, at this moment, is not completely aligned, it does not seems like an impossible task to 

create a consistent CBI of Hornum in the future. Fausol should recognise the importance of 

constantly checking their work with the retailers, and the company need to turn focus to the culture 

inside the organisation to ensure all employees understand and are inspired to communicate and act 

in line with the brand vision in all situations, and not only in relation to the website.  

 

Prior theory proposed by Hatch et al. (1993, 1997) suggests that organisational culture is a symbolic 

context within which interpretations of identity are formed and intentions to influence image are 

formulated. More specifically, culture involves all organisational members, and in this context, 

identity involves how the employees define and experience themselves, and this is influenced by 

their activities and beliefs that are grounded in and justified by cultural assumptions and values 

(Hatch et al., 1997). The culture does influence everyday interactions between the organisational 

members and external audiences (Hatch et al., 1997), in this case, interactions between the Fausol 

and the retailers. 

 

In regard to the theoretical framework, it was proposed that the organisational culture (as the 

context of internal definitions of the brand identity, seen as a function of top management’s brand 

aspirations (vision)), and images (as the site of external definitions of brand identity) influence one 

another. Therefore, as the employees of Fausol are the ones who are “doing the brand’s work”, and 

the ones who are in contact with the retailers, what they think about the brand is extremely 

fundamental and decisive as to how they communicate on behalf of the brand, and how the retailers 

perceive this communication. In other words, if Fausol does not live out the brand vision, the 

company cannot expect the retailers to do so. The findings relating to the POS materials delivered 

in the retail stores that are perceived by the retailers as opposite as to what Fausol’s brand intentions 

are, acts as an example of this.  

 

In this regard, it is argued that it will be possible to create a consistent CBI of Hornum throughout 

all channels in the future, if the top management of Fausol ensure that all the employees understand 

the brand vision internally in the organisation; that it inspires them to achieve the vision; and that 

they actually care about what stakeholders think about the brand. Only when all employees 

understand and can relate to the brand vision, they will be able to communicate this out successfully 
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to all stakeholders (Hatch et al. 2001), including the retailers. The finding that some of the retailers 

lack, at times, being visionary, further emphasizes the importance of the employees being able and 

inspired to communicate and act in line with the brand vision for Hornum in order to affect the 

retailers’ image of the brand, and hence influence how the brand is portrayed in the stores. 

 

Summarily, it is argued that it will be possible to create a consistent CBI of Hornum throughout all 

channels in the future, if Fausol and the retailers “learn” to speak with one voice, as they are both 

involved in the communication process of the brand. To accomplish this, Fausol must first and 

foremost facilitate coherence and transparency in their communications to the retailers by focusing 

on the culture inside the organisation, and ensure all employees understand and are inspired by the 

brand vision. By doing this, all employees from Fausol will be more well-endowed to communicate 

and act in line with the vision in front of the retailers. In this way, Fausol can, at encounter 

occasions, present and express to the retailers their own definition of Hornum’s identity via their 

brand actions that are in congruence with the brand vision. Thus, there is a greater possibility that 

the conceived identity (how the retailers conceive the brand) and the desired identity (from Fausol’s 

point of view) are in congruence. Accordingly there is a greater chance that the CBI of Hornum, 

ceteris paribus, will be consistent throughout all channels in the future.  

 

In the previous chapters, the findings from the interviews have been reflected on, discussed, and 

considered with reference to the theoretical framework. With these final remarks, the next section 

will present a concluding chapter, followed by a chapter containing implications and future 

recommendations. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

Prior research has shown how the emergence of the Internet, the increased deployment of new 

technologies, and the growing importance of in-store technological solutions have revolutionised 

marketing and business, and that given these changes, customers are constantly pushing to remove 

boundaries between physical and online channels. As a consequence, the main objective of the 

thesis was to research whether or not it is possible to create a consistent communicated identity of a 

manufacturer brand in a B2B context that allows end-customers to flow between the channels 

without losing sight of the identity, when the brand is being promoted both through retail stores and 

online through a brand website. With a combination of a deductive and inductive approach, a 

multiple-case study method was selected to investigate the research question. This has enabled the 

researcher to take an initial outset in existing theory as foundation for analysing reality and reach to 

indications and conclusions of real life occurrences in the Danish household and garden equipment 

industry. The research design was based on qualitative data in terms of in-depth semi-structured 

telephone interviews. 

 

This perspective, along with the literature review of relevant theory, provided a foundation for 

creating a theoretical framework. The framework proposes that the communicated identity of a B2B 

brand is a dynamic concept that originates among managers through the vision they devise for the 

brand, and that develops through mutually influencing inputs from both the manufacturer’s vision 

and the visions of the retailers distributing the brand. The impact on the construction of the CBI 

happens when encounters occur either at the initiative of the manufacturer, at the initiative of 

retailers, or at the initiative of both. Thus, the theoretical framework serves as the basis for 

conducting the research.  

 

The findings from the interviews revealed several tendencies of which some apply to single-cases 

and others across the cases. It was found that, at this moment, it does not seems that the 

communicated identity of Hornum is completely aligned throughout the channels due to lack of 

shared visions. Yet, it is argued that it will be possible to create a consistent communicated brand 

identity in the future.  
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From the findings, the following conclusions can be made: Findings that relate to Fausol’s vision 

with Hornum showed that quality, innovation, service, consistency, and reliability are core values 

and beliefs that summarise the brand. The brand purpose with Hornum in relation to the brand 

website is to support the overall purpose in terms of pre-sales and post-sales by informing and 

enlighten consumers about Hornum, and the use of the products. It was found that the overall 

purpose is to make it easy for retailers to sell Hornum, and to make consumers happy. Additionally, 

two types of category missions were found to be operating at the same time: role model and 

targeting. In terms of role model, the mission is to be in the household and garden equipment 

industry, what Coca-Cola is in the beverage industry. In terms of targeting, the mission is to target 

and expand to new geographical markets abroad once the existing markets have been fully 

exploited. In the vivid description of the mission focus is especially placed on reliability and on 

customer needs and experiences in terms of service, help, and information making everyday life 

easier for customers and consumers. 

 

Findings that relate to the retailers’ visions, on the other hand, showed that customer service, 

quality, integrity, and continuous self-improvement are central core values and beliefs to the 

retailers, and that Hornum fits into particularly the core values of quality and integrity. Besides this, 

the results showed that the retailers primarily use Hornum to support their overall store purpose in 

terms of accommodating customers’ overall demands and needs or driving product categories, 

either with the purpose to drive store traffic or support routine shopping needs. Prior theory asserts 

that organisations often have many missions at different levels operating at the same time besides a 

vision-level mission that applies to the entire organisation. However, it was found that only one of 

the retailers have a clear mission and vivid description for Hornum on a lower brand level. Having 

such a great ambitious mission with Hornum on a lower brand level indicates that the brand plays 

an important role to the retailer in relation to the overall store success. Contrary, it was found that 

the other two retailers only have an overall vision-level mission for their firms, and that Hornum is 

considered more as a pawn in relation to achieve their these missions. Accordingly, the developed 

brand position for Hornum in the stores is not driven by the brand, but rather by the overall 

missions. These retailers’ primary missions with Hornum are to support their overall missions in 

terms of earning profits, gaining more market share, and improving the stores by providing people 

with greater experiences and quality products. To achieve this, it was found that the retailers often 

plan and promote Hornum as part of a category rather than by the brand. Additionally, it was found 
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that these retailers had great difficulties thinking about their mission achievements 10-30 years 

ahead. Both of them uttered that they do not think that far ahead in the future. In this case, it seems 

that theory is far from practice in terms of the retailers’, at times, lack of being visionary, which is 

not well supported by the proposed theoretical framework.  

 

Findings that illuminate the retailers’, at times, lack of being visionary were also found: (1) the 

respondents who represent the retailers may not be highly educated practitioners, and accordingly, it 

is not that natural to them to think that far into the future in terms of vision, and therefore, they may 

not be as visionary; (2) the smaller plant nurseries interviewed do not think that far into the future, 

because of increased competition in the industry, and as small actors on the market, the future 

aspirations 10-30 years ahead can be difficult to envision;  (3) all retailers are family-owned where 

the businesses have been inherited by new generations. Accordingly, it is uncertain whether the 

fundamental parts of the vision, which often comes from the early leaders who originally shaped the 

firms, have been successfully passed on to the subsequent leaders that inherited the firms. 

Accordingly, it is likely that the respondents have expressed their own personal views during the 

interviews; and (4) retailers often deal with a large number of different brands and an even larger 

number of products, and therefore retailers may not have explicitly articulated a mission per se for 

the individual brands that are not private labels. 

 

A possible explanation that illuminates the lack of shared visions between Fausol and the retailers 

has to do with how the retailers perceive Hornum based upon Fausol’s actions. More specifically, it 

was found that the retailers think poorly about some of Fausol’s management methods of Hornum 

in terms of the POS materials the firm delivers to the stores, the constant launching of new products 

under the brand, and the distribution strategy and aspirations for the brand. The retailers expressed 

how they think the materials supporting the branding of Hornum in the stores are not adequate 

enough in terms of quality. In this regard, it can be concluded that the means Fausol employs to 

promote the brand, are not in consistency with the firm’s vision in terms of being a high quality 

brand, but rather the opposite. In terms of the constant launching of products, it was found that the 

retailers gave the expression that Hornum is being devaluated or diluted when Fausol launches and 

wants to launch too many products under the brand that are not always in line with the brand. In 

terms of distribution, it was found that the retailers are unhappy that Hornum is sold in smaller 

shops, and if Fausol decides to distribute the brand in low price DYI markets in the future, as both 
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outcomes will devaluate the brand, and thus it will not fit with the retailers overall store concepts in 

terms of quality and exclusivity.  

 

The VCI-model partially explains the current gap in Fausol’s and the retailers’ visions, which leads 

to an inconsistent CBI. According to the model, the balancing act of a healthy and strong identity 

occurs only when the elements of vision, culture and image are in alignment and complement each 

other in all brand communications. It can be argued and concluded that the vision component 

(Fausol’s vision) and the image component (how retailer perceive Hornum, which is reflected in 

their visions) are misaligned, and thus, there is a vision-image gap in the CBI of Hornum at this 

moment. As can be concluded from the results, Fausol have not managed to communicate a clear 

and concise vision of the their aspirations with Hornum to the retailers. It was found that Fausol 

aspire to portray Hornum as a brand that is innovative, consistent, reliable, and of high quality, but 

that some of their brand actions indicate the opposite, which has affected how the retailers perceive 

the brand. This, in turn, is reflected in their visions for the brand that lacks consistency with 

Fausol’s vision. It can therefore be argued that Fausol have underestimated the importance of the 

way they communicate their brand vision to the retailers.  

 

In line with the VCI-model, the AC2ID framework can further assist in explaining the results. 

Concluded from the results, the desired identity (Fausol’s vision for the brand) and the conceived 

identity (the retailers’ conceptions of the brand, as reflected in their visions) lack congruence. The 

desired identity is formed by Fausol’s organisational values (culture), whereas the conceived 

identity is formed by Fausol’s communications. It can be concluded that the lack of congruence 

between the two identities has affected the communicated identity of the brand, in the sense that the 

primary- and secondary communications (emanating from Fausol) are not consistent with the 

tertiary communications (emanating from the retailers based upon how they conceive Hornum).  

 

Despite it was found that Fausol’s and the retailers’ visions are not completely alike at this moment, 

it was argued that it is possible to create a consistent CBI of Hornum that allows end-customers to 

flow between channels without losing sight of the identity in the future, if Fausol understand the 

importance of constantly checking their work with the retailers. Fausol must first and foremost 

facilitate coherence and transparency in their communications with the retailers by focusing on the 

culture inside the organisation in order to ensure that all employees understand and are inspired to 
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communicate and act in line with the brand vision in front of the retailers. In this way, Fausol can, 

at encounter occasions, present and express to the retailers their own definition of Hornum’s 

identity via their brand actions based upon the brand vision. In this context, it can be concluded that 

Fausol especially needs to focus on the POS materials delivered to the retail stores, their brand 

distribution strategy, and on the product development under the brand, as brand actions that relate to 

these subjects all seemed to be reasons for why the retailers do not perceive the brand the same way 

as Fausol envisions. Thus, there is a greater possibility that the conceived identity and the desired 

identity are in congruence, and accordingly there is a greater chance that the CBI of Hornum, 

ceteris paribus, will be consistent throughout all channels in the future.  
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8. Implications and recommendations 
 

The findings and issues raised by the study indicate several possible avenues for future research. 

From a managerial perspective, this paper proposes a communicated brand identity framework 

entailing the following dimensions: communicated brand identity, manufacturer’s vision, retailers’ 

visions, and encounter occasions. The framework specifies how these dimensions relate to each 

other and may assist B2B brand managers in developing a consistent communicated brand identity 

as a function of integration with retailers, thereby optimising their marketing and communication 

strategies in a dynamic environment where consumers are pushing to remove boundaries between 

physical and online channels. 

The research has contributed to the brand identity and integrated marketing communications 

literature by showing that it is possible to create a consistent communicated brand identity of a B2B 

brand that is being promoted both through retail stores and on an online brand. In this regard, the 

research has provided findings and explanations that can assist B2B managers in where it might go 

wrong in the process, and accordingly, what areas to be aware of in order to succeed in creating a 

consistent CBI. 

 

In relation to what might have went wrong in terms of the lack of shared visions between Fausol 

and the retailers, the findings show that the retailers think poorly about some of the management 

methods of the brand in terms of the POS materials the firm delivers to the stores, the constant 

launching of new products under the brand, and the lack of a clear distribution strategy and 

aspirations for the brand. The findings further show that the majority of the retailers, at times, lack 

being visionary both in general, but in particular in relation to the brand under study, which is 

contrary to the findings by Collins et al. (1996) who proposes that organisations often have many 

missions at different levels operating at the same time, besides a vision-level mission that applies to 

the entire organisation.  

   

Several explanations for this were argued, including that the respondents may not be highly 

educated practitioners; the smaller plant nurseries interviewed do not think that far into the future, 

because of increased competition in the industry; all retailer are family-owned where the businesses 

have been inherited by new generation, hence, it is uncertain whether the fundamental parts of the 

vision, which often comes from the early leaders who originally shaped the firms, have been 
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successfully passed on to the subsequent leaders and employees; and retailers often deal with a 

large number of different brands and an even larger number of products. In this regard, future 

research could focus on examine the suggested explanations to find out if and to what degree they 

influence the vision and thereby the communicated brand identity. Moreover, it could be interesting 

to study if other factors influence the communicated identity of a brand in a B2B context. 

 

In regard to the above section, the research shows the importance of manufacturers being 

particularly attentive on the retail channels, especially in relation to the POS materials they provide, 

as these act as a means to communicate the identity of the brand in the stores. Besides this, it is 

learned how important it is that B2B manufacturers have a clear distribution strategy that does not 

confuse the customers (retailers). Not having a clear distribution strategy for the brand makes 

retailers uncertain of partial the vision with the brand, and partial whether the brand fit with their 

store concepts. As it was found that retailers are primarily focused on their overall visions for the 

stores rather than on the individual brand, greater consideration should be given to the culture inside 

the organisation by ensuring that all employees understand the brand vision internally. Because 

only when employees understand and can relate to the brand vision, they will be able to act in line 

with the vision and communicate this successfully to outsiders (retailers) to affect their image of the 

brand, and hence how the brand is portrayed in the stores. Future research could address this 

suggestion further.  

 

In the same context, consideration could also be given to better key account management (KAM) to 

the most important retailers distributing the brand. The study shows how the retailers perceive the 

brand as one that can (easily) be substituted by other product brands, as well as how most of the 

retailers employ category management. KAM could be used to manage the relationships with the 

strategically most important retailers, and should be thought of as a change in the way they do 

business to make sure the brand is represented as envisioned, and not only as something that is 

confined to the sales department. Accordingly, future research could address this suggestion. 

 

At this point, what is learned is how some tendencies apply to single cases while others are present 

to all the cases at hand. Without perceiving the results as definitive facts, and with reference to 

validity and reliability, cf. chapter 3, this knowledge should be further tested in regard to a larger 

sample size of respondents representing the different types of retailers, i.e. plant nurseries, garden 
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centres, DIY centres, and super markets since this research is limited to only consider plant 

nurseries and garden centres. Besides this, it is recommended that future research could take point 

of departure in the consumers’ point of views in terms of how they perceive the brand on 

respectively the brand website and in the retail stores. This could help get a more true and fair view 

of whether it is possible to create a consistent communicated identity of the brand throughout all the 

channels together with this study’s findings, as it will provide insight from both the manufacturer’s 

and retailers’ point of views, as well as from the consumers’ point of views. Future research could 

further examine the proposed framework in relation to other industries to find out if the results are 

valid for all industries, or if the results are only applicable to the household and garden equipment 

industry. 
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Appendix 1: Interview guide (Fausol) 

 

Part 1: Background information 
 
Name 
Company position 
When did Fausol start distributing Hornum?  
When did Fausol create the new B2C brand website for Hornum? 
 
 
Part 2: Aspects of vision 
 
Guiding philosophy 
 
Core values- and beliefs: 
 
What are the core values and beliefs of Hornum that capture what the brand stands for, and that will always 
be the central characteristics of the brand? 
 
Purpose: 
 
What is the purpose with Hornum’s being besides earning profits? 
 
If you think about the newly launched B2C brand website for Hornum, is there a more concrete purpose or 
another purpose with the website than the one you have articulated? 
 
 
Tangible image 
 
Mission: 
 
What is Fausol’s mission with Hornum if you think 10-30 years ahead? What is it Fausol strives to be, 
achieve, and create with the brand? 
 
Can you relate the mission to the B2C brand website you have launched for Hornum? 
 
 
Vivid description: 
 
Imagine that we are sitting here in about 10-30 years – try do describe how it will be or what it will mean to 
have achieved the mission you just described for Hornum? Think of it as a description or translation of the 
mission from words to pictures so it becomes more tangible to other people. 
 
Do you have anything else you would like to add in relation to Hornum, your vision with Hornum, and the 
B2C brand website? 
 



Appendix 2: Interview guide (retailers) 

 

 
Part 1: Background information 
 
Name 
Company position 
How long have the company been distributing Hornum? 
 
 
 
Part 2: Aspects of vision 
 
Guiding philosophy 
 
Core values- and beliefs 
 
What are the overall core values and beliefs that drive the operations in your organisation? 
 
Considering what you just described, how does Hornum fit with these values and beliefs? 
 
Purpose: 
 
What is your purpose of distributing Hornum in your store(s), besides earning profits? 
 
 
Tangible image 
 
Mission: 
 
Looking 10-30 years ahead, what is your mission with distributing Hornum in your store(s)? What is it you 
strive to be, achieve and create by distributing the brand? 
 
Vivid description: 
 
Imagine that we are sitting here in about 10-30 years, and you have achieved the mission you just described 
– try do describe how it will be or what it will mean? 
 
Do you have anything else to add in relation to your vision with Hornum or do you have other comments? 
 
 
 

 

 



Appendix 3: Respondent characteristics  

 

This appendix shortly present and introduces the geographic and demographic characteristics that have been 

applied in the selection process of the respondents.  

Due to the scope of the research, and the fact that Fausol have only launched the new brand website for 

Hornum in Danish and targeted it towards the Danish consumers and customers, the geographical location of 

the retailers is delimited to Denmark. In this regard, only retailers that are plant nurseries or garden centers 

are considered in the research. The choice of excluding super markets and DYI markets has been chosen 

consciously in order to get a more reliable and valid picture in terms of comparing “similar” retailer types, 

including plant nurseries and garden centers, whereas it can be argued that super markets and DYI markets 

are in another retailer type category. 

When deciding which respondents to interview from the retail stores, the first intention was to interview the 

CEOs of the companies, as these are considered to have the most in-depth insight in relation to the visions. 

However, only one out of three CEOs were interested in participating in an interview, whereas the other 

CEOs did not have the time to participate. Instead, the respondents from these retail stores were selected 

based upon the criteria that they should hold “higher positions” in the companies, including the deputy head 

and the head of purchasing- and sales. These are argued as being reliable respondents similar to the CEO as 

they are considered as being members of top management, and therefore they also have a certain insight into 

the visions compared to e.g. employees at the storage or behind the counters. At last, the retailers were 

selected based upon the criteria that they should distribute Hornum in the stores.  

Retailers 

Respondent  Retailer type  Company position  Country Brands 

Anchers Havecenter  Garden center  Deputy head  Denmark Hornum 

Plantorama  Plant nursery Head of purchasing and sales Denmark Hornum 

Flemmings Planteskole  Plant nursery Owner Denmark Hornum 

 

When deciding whom to interview from Fausol, only the respondent’s company position was a criteria in the 

selection process. In this regard, the current CEO of Fausol (Kim Faurbjerg) has been selected, as KF bought 

the Hornum brand back in 2004, and renamed the company from F.S. to Fausol. Accordingly, it is argued 

that he is the one that has the most in-depth insight in terms of the vision with Hornum within the 

organisation. 

 



Appendix 4: Interview (Fausol) 

 

Hvornår startede I med at have Hornum som brand?  

Altså Fausol overtog det i 2004, så vi har ejet det i mange år.  

 

Okay, og hvor lang tid har Hornum været på markedet inden I overtog brandet? 

Det startede omkring sidst i 60’erne, hvor det bare var et forsøg på at lave en rigtig god gødning, og som 

noget universitetsagtigt noget over i det jyske, og så kørte det sådan i 10-20 år hvor man brugte det, og man 

begyndte så at få det ud til gartnerier og professionelle som blev glade for det. Så er vi så oppe i slut 80’erne 

eller starten af 90’erne, hvor det begyndte som detailsalg, fordi hvis de professionelle kunne bruge det, 

jamen så kunne hr. og fru Jensen også bruge det. Så op igennem 90’erne fik man sat det i værk med at man 

hver eneste år kørte ud på planteskolerne og solgte det, og efterhånden så kendte alle Hornum som værende 

rigtig godt, og det var bare en sikker sællert hver år. Og inden vi overtog det, havde Hornum en stabil 

omsætning på 1 til 1,5 mio. Og så var jeg selv med til i slutningen af 90’erne – starten af 00’erne, at få det en 

lille smule mere op – der var vi nok op i sådan omkring 2 til 2,5 mio., og det var så i 2004 at vi var nået så 

langt.  

 

Okay, så i dag er Hornum både et fagbrand og et brand for hr. og fru Danmark, eller hvordan bliver det set? 

Ej det er faktisk kun ud til detailhandelen. Det startede som jeg nævnte for dig, men man bruger det ikke 

meget professionelt mere. Det er kun til detailhandelen til amatører hvis man kan kalde det det, eller for de 

ikke-professionelle.  

 

Hvornår oprettede I den nye B2C hjemmeside for Hornum? 

Den blev lanceret d. 1. januar i år. 

 

Hvad er det for nogle kerneværdier og overbevisninger der kendetegner og driver Hornum brandet, 

og som altid vil være centrale egenskaber for brandet?  

Jamen vi går meget op i at det skal være rigtig gode produkter. Vi har lanceret rigtig meget siden 2004, 

dengang var det jo en 8-10 produkter og kun nogle flydende til at det er rigtig mange forskellige flydende i 

dag – det er græsfrø, frø, muld, faste gødninger, et sten koncept og et orkidé koncept. Så det er en 7-8 

produkter når man har alle frø varianterne med, og det er jo så også vokset en faktor 8 eller sådan noget der 

fra den gang i 2004. Det vi startede med at sige var at vi ville lave en design manual så alting havde en linje, 

og vi ville gerne bibeholde det gamle islæt så man kunne genkende Hornum, men opgraderet til en nyere 

version. Men stadigvæk også med gode produkter som udgangspunkt. Så man kendte Hornum for noget 



godt, og det skulle man bare fortsætte med, men i endnu mere sammenhængende stil, så det blev 

underbygget at de også hængte sammen.  

 

Okay, ud fra det, kan du så beskrive hvilke værdier det så er, som der kendetegner Hornum? 

Jamen så vil jeg sige at det skal være nemt for vores kunder at tage ind i butikken, altså i form af løsninger 

som er konceptsalg, både i forhold til de display løsninger vi har og salgsløsninger vi har, til shop-in-shop 

hvor de i og for sig bare kan tage folien af og så er de sådan set i gang med at sælge. Så de skal sælge en god 

kvalitet der er kendt, og som de ikke behøver at arbejde for, og så skal de tjene rigtig gode penge på det også. 

Så vores filosofi er at hvis vores forhandlere har det godt, jamen så har vi det også godt.  

 

Okay, men har du tænk over det ift. slutforbrugeren – hvad er de det køber? Hvilke værdier er det, som står 

bag Hornum? 

Jamen de køber jo det samme som vores forhandleres opfattelse er – nemlig et kvalitetsprodukt. Altså det 

dækker de behov de nu engang har i haven i forhold til at gøde, holde en orkideplante i live, eller frø i 

jorden, sådan at når de bruger deres sparsomme fritid får de et godt produkt til slut, men også at processen i 

sig selv er god og rar, og du har den information du har brug for i forhold til produktet i form af 

hjemmesider, etikker, branding, gode råd og tips, og bare hele oplevelsen af at du er hjulpet af sted. Små 

videoer på hjemmesiden, og annoncer selvfølgelig, der er med til at overbevise dig om at det er et godt valg 

du foretager dig.  

 

Okay, så det er altså hele processen og hele konceptet bag? 

Ja. De skal vide, at når de køber et Hornum produkt, jamen så er de i gode hænder, og vores kunder får noget 

der er nemt at handle med, og vores kunders kunder får et produkt der bare virker, og de er glade i den 

proces de bruger det i. Det er jo typisk i fritiden at de bruger Hornum, så man skal sikre sig at når de bruger 

det er de trygge og får value-for-money. Og det er jo ikke fordi Hornum er i den dyre ende, det ligger lige 

sådan over middel, og man kunne have valgt en strategi hvor man tog endnu mere for varen, men vi har valgt 

at have fokus på, at der er mere flow i varen og at den har en god kvalitet til en over middel pris.  

 

Hvad er det grundlæggende formål med at Hornum eksisterer udover bare at tjene penge? 

Jamen brand værdien i det, eller det at brande et produkt, det indbefatter jo mange ting, og det er jo egentlig 

det, som vi ønsker at drive, de varegrupper, frem til at forbrugeren hele tiden har det i bevidstheden, som at 

det er noget de gerne vil have når de går til planteskolen eller hvor de nu køber henne. Hele tiden skabe 

værdi for brandet, så man sikrer sig at hver gang man lancerer noget, jamen så får det den rigtige attention 

fra starten af. Og det at vedligeholde den opfattelse, set med forbruger øjne, den er jo vigtig hele tiden at 

befordre i form af selvfølgelig medier hvor du påvirker forbrugeren, men også gennem kvalitetsprodukter, og 



så selvfølgelig den hjælp man oplever undervejs i processen. Så det er hele tiden så de tænker, okay her er et 

godt brand, og det vil vi gerne støtte. Så vores idé er at vedligeholde den opmærksom det har fra forbrugeren 

af, så det er nemt at sælge mere og nemt at blive en glad kunde – både som vores kunde, og vores kundes 

kunde.  

 

Okay, så man kan sige at jeres formål med at Hornum eksisterer er, at gøre kunderne glade? 

Ja, altså det er jo en forretning hvor vi skal tjene penge. Der er så mange der laver privat label, og import fra 

østen, og alle mulige andre tilgange til det end lige at du har Coca-Cola eller at du har Hornum som brands 

inden for hver sin kategori. Og det at drive det, kræver rigtig meget opmærksomhed. Altså sociale medier, og 

ja omni-channel marketing. Så det er jo et forsøg på at bibeholde den høje kvalitet som det har i dag, ved 

hele tiden at være overvågen i forhold til hvad gør konkurrenterne, er vi innovative nok, finder vi på nye ting 

og nye måder at gøre tingene på, som er smartere, hurtigere eller sjovere. Så vores idé er, at vi skal være et 

skridt foran de andre hele tiden, og det er også den position vi så vidt er kommet til, hvor kunderne hele tiden 

spørg – altså både vores kunder, men også forbrugerne – hvad kommer I nu med? Det er jo krav fra 

omverdenen som jo i sig selv at svære at opnå, når de spørg hvad kommer I med, ikke? At man så skal 

forfølge det og virkelig komme med noget, jamen det er jo så den anden side af sagen ikke. At vi har 

mulighed for at få den opmærksomhed fra starten af hver gang – det er jo fantastisk.  

 

Hvad ville kunderne miste, hvis Hornum nu ophørte med at eksistere? 

Jamen hvis vi tager vores kunder først, altså vores forhandlere, jamen så vil de miste et kontinuerligt salg 

hver eneste forår, hvor de bare stiller nogle varer på i butikken, og hvor de bliver taget ned af hylden og 

solgt, og tjener penge. Forbrugerne de vil jo se det med andre øjne, de vil ikke tænke på om de kan købe 

noget der er 10 kr. billigere eller dyrere, de vil jo tænke ”hvor får jeg den gode samme kvalitet som jeg er 

vant til og som jeg er glad for; hvad skal jeg nu gøre i stedet for?”. Så det er ligesom en komfort zone de vil 

komme ud af. 

 

Okay, så forbrugerne de ville miste et brand der står for kvalitet? 

Ja. Det ville de gøre. De ville skulle søge nye varer – ”hvad gør vi nu? vi var egentlig glade for det, og ellers 

havde vi købt det – så nu skal vi ud og prøve og spørge om noget nyt”. Nogle bliver nødt til det, og andre 

fordi de ikke kan få produktet mere, og det er selvfølgelig afhængig af om man så er heavy-user eller lige er 

stødt på det for nyligt.  

 

 

 



Hvordan kan det være at Fausol ikke bare stopper med at sælge Hornum? Hvorfor bliver I ved med at 

holde fast i brandet? 

Jamen altså personligt så bliver jeg ved med at forfølge det fordi at det vi lige har talt om de sidste 5 minutter 

– det kan folk jo godt relatere til på det danske marked og på andre markeder. Så vi har egentlig skabt en 

brand sammenhæng som jeg kan se blive bredt mere ud, både på det danske marked, men også i Europa og 

på det globale marked – der er egentlig ikke grænser for, hvor det her kan bære hen. Så for mig er det 

videreudvikling af det som vi er kommet frem til nu, altså at få det videre ud på markederne, og ligesom få 

den endelige bekræftelse af, at det vi har gjort de sidste 10 år, specielt siden vi overtog det, men at hele 

historien bag den er rigtig og at den bare skal mere ud i verden. Jeg synes vi har fat i den lange ende med det 

vi gør – den måde vi driver det på. Og det vil vi så gøre endnu mere i form af sammenhænge i omni-channel 

og endnu mere sociale medier, endnu flere konkurrencer, og endnu mere produktudvikling. Det kan man jo 

ønske sig, men vi er rent faktisk nået frem til noget, der hænger sammen og bibringer flere led noget value. 

Og det behøves ikke bare at være her og på det nære marked, det kan komme langt ud. Så for mig er det 

blevet en mission at få overbevidst endnu flere om at det vi har gjort længe og øvet os på, jamen det er det 

rigtige, så det kan vi lige så godt fortsætte med.   

 

Kan du forklare eller relatere det formål du lige har beskrevet med Hornum til den nye B2C 

hjemmeside I har lanceret for brandet? 

Ja, altså vi er jo ikke nået så langt med hjemmesiden endnu, at vi kan sige her kan du gå ind og få alverdens 

forskellige opskrifter og tilgange til produkterne, fx hvad bruger du koriander til i madlavningen – det er 

noget som vi har i støbeskeen – at det skal være fra jord til bord artigt. Altså hele processen, og måske ikke 

bare at du har koriander der kan bruges til en gryderet, men at du kommer hele konceptet omkring – lige fra 

børns uddannelse i haven til voksnes fritid og hvordan du kombinerer forskellige ingredienser i mad, til 

hvordan du gøder og får mere ud af varen. Altså der er rigtig mange ting du kan kigge på.  

 

Okay, så er det formålet med hjemmesiden? Ligesom at vise hele processen med hvad Hornum kan bruges 

til, eller hvad er det formålet er med at I har lanceret hjemmesiden?  

Jamen det er understøttelse af brandet. Udelukkende understøttelse.  

 

Okay, jamen er det så understøttelse i forhold til salg hos jeres forhandlere, eller er det i forhold til image, 

eller noget helt andet? 

Jamen både og – altså branding, image, hjælp til forbrugerne så de selv kan søge information i forhold til 

forhandlerne og på den længere bane, det jeg nævnte med at få flere informationer som er sekundært i 

forhold til at du får fx en radise, jamen hvordan kan du så lave mad ud af den radise og sådan noget, sådan at 

man går næste skridt igen. Hvor henne er du i fødekæden, hvordan virker alle råvarerne osv., er der nogen 



idé i at lave det selv frem for at købe det i et supermarked osv. Altså hele baggrunden for når man køber 

grøntsager osv., men også gødning i forhold hvordan det virker. Så kan folk tage et valg ud fra det, og om 

ikke andet bare blive oplyst omkring tingene. Og det er faktisk tit og ofte det forbrugerne ønsker – altså 

noget mere information, for så føler man sig tryg, og når man føler sig tryg, jamen så har man det godt, og så 

er man i en eller andet komfort zone. Og så sælger vi selvfølgelig også mere når man sådan det gode 

helhedsindtryk som forbruger eller forhandler.  

 

Okay, så hjemmesiden understøtter altså jeres overordnede formål med Hornum?  

Ja.  

 

Okay, er det så Fausol’s intention at hjemmesiden senere hen skal udvikle sig til at blive en online 

salgskanal? 

Altså vores forhandlere kan jo nu logge sig ind og købe, og man kunne godt forestille sig – og det diskuterer 

vi også – hvordan kan vi tage hul på andre markeder med internet salg? Kan man åbne op for at Tyskland 

kan købe det samme, eller skal man vælge de produkter som har den dårligste distributionsgrad? Det er i 

hvert fald noget vi diskuterer med os selv for at finde ud af hvor meget skal vi gå forhandlerne i møde? Altså 

hvordan optimerer man salget i forhold til en forbruger, som der gerne vil hjælpes.  

 

Okay, men er jeres intentioner også at I på et tidspunkt vil sælge direkte til forbrugeren via hjemmesiden? 

Jamen det kunne godt blive en konsekvens af det, ja. Altså både på eksportmarkedet, og fx hvor vi ikke er 

endnu. Det kan man styre via computeren at man kun sælger fx i Tyskland. Men også som jeg nævnte med 

udvalgte produkter, der ikke har en så høj distributionsgrad – at man åbner op for dem, for at hjælpe 

forbrugeren.  

 

Okay, så det er ikke det, der er formålet med hjemmesiden lige nu, men det kunne det blive på sigt? 

Ja. Lige nu er det ren information, hjælp og service – presale og postsale. 

 

Hvis man ser 10-30 år ud i fremtiden, hvad er Fausol’s mission så med Hornum? 

Jamen at vi er der som en del af markedet, der bare er kommet for at blive – lidt ligesom Coca-Cola. Det er 

svært at komme uden om Coca-Cola, og sådan skal det også være med Hornum. Selvfølgelig vil der altid 

være andre frømærker, jordmærker og gødningsmærker – sådan er verden jo, og ellers ville det også være 

kedeligt hvis ikke der var det. Men det er bare noget – det er der bare. Boller fra Kohberg – frø fra Hornum – 

Coca-Cola. Sådan er det bare, som en del af markedet. Man går ind et forhandlersted og de siger ”hernede 

har vi Hornum, og herhenne har vi de andre” – sådan er det.  

 



Hvad hvis du skal være lidt mere specifik i forhold til missionen? 

Jamen udbredelsen er nok det der ligger fast for, fordi hvis man får det udbredt, så kan man typisk også 

omsætte mere og tjene mere – og det der med produktudvikling også. Så udbredelse selvfølgelig, det er et 

mål.  

 

Okay, kan du være lidt mere konkret i forhold til udbredelse? 

Jo. Lige nu er det det skandinaviske marked. Vi har tre forhandlere – en i Sverige, en i Norge og en i 

Finland, og det er ligesom der vi skal udbrede os først. Så har vi også lidt muligheder i Tyskland og England, 

men det er ligesom de nære markeder som vi koncentrere os om før vi går videre. Men planen er at når det 

ligesom kører, jamen så skal vi videre med næste skridt, altså næste marked. Så altså vi bliver hvor vi er – vi 

skal hele tiden videreudvikles, og når vi har nået det mål eller land, jamen så skal vi videre til det næste.  

 

Kan du relatere jeres mission til hjemmesiden I har lanceret for Hornum?  

Altså man kan sige at den hjælp man får på den danske hjemmeside, den kan også overføres til andre sider, 

så der er der jo noget med sprog-ting der skal overvejes, altså hvordan gør vi det fremadrettet – hvad gør 

man på det svenske marked, og andre markeder i fremtiden? Så det skal vi selvfølgelig have fundet en 

løsning på, altså om det skal være engelsk eller hvad vi nu gør. Men ellers var det jo at nu skulle vi oprette 

Hornum hjemmesiden 1. januar 2016, og det var et mål i sig selv, og så skal den videreudvikle både med 

indhold, men også til andre platforme, markeder osv.  

 

Forestil dig, at vi sidder her om 10-30 år – prøv så at beskrive med et par sætninger hvad det vil 

betyde at have opnået missionen med Hornum? Tænk på det som en beskrivelse eller ”oversættelse” 

af missionen fra ord til billeder, så det er mere håndgribelig for andre folk at forstå. 

Øhhhhm. Jamen det vil jo egentlig betyde at der vil være mange ting der er lettere i hverdagen inden for de 

områder her, fordi du simpelthen har de fornødne produkter, de fornødne services, de fornødne informationer 

til at du bare går ned og hiver det ned af hylden og tager for dig af det du nu har brug for – lidt eller meget 

information, eller hvad nu det er dit behov er. Det er lidt ligesom at hvis man tager et Arla produkt, jamen så 

vil de fleste tænke at så kan man nok også gå ind et sted hvor der er nogle opskrifter med fx kernemælk, 

ikke? Man ved ligesom at der er en platform som giver dig den hjælp, fordi den har bare altid været der, og 

hvis der ikke lige er det som du søger, jamen så er der en eller anden hotline man kan spørge ad. Så altså du 

har den her fornemmelse af, at du skal nok blive hjulpet videre hvis du har et behov.  

 

Har du andet du gerne vil tilføje ift. Hornum, jeres vision med Hornum og hjemmesiden?  

Jamen altså der vil da være mange ting, som vi både vil gøre og kan tænkes at gøre, altså udvikling af 

forbrugernes erfaringer, chat forums, produktudviklingsidéer – rigtig mange ting hvor forbrugere er 



connected sammen på den ene eller den anden måde, det er bare sådan en ting der for mig bare er en naturlig 

del af det. Det er selvfølgelig bare hvordan man implementerer det, og hvordan man får succes med det, så 

man ikke laver noget der kun rammer syv mennesker. Men altså det virale netværk kan jo virkelig komme 

langt omkring, når man først går i gang med det. Så den måde vi bl.a. søger at kapre nye forbrugere på, er 

ved at udlodde gratis produkter i øjeblikket, lave konkurrencer, og få fat i et netværk som interesserer sig for 

det fordi de jo får noget, men senere interesserer de sig nok også for det når de har prøvet det og snakket med 

naboen osv. og begynder at diskutere produkterne med andre – altså den der udvikling som man skal sætte i 

gang. Så kan den være svær at styre bagefter, med mindre man bruger en masse penge på annoncering osv., 

men du kan virkelig komme langt omkring når du sætter virale netværk i gang. 

 

Er det så bl.a. noget som I bruger den nye hjemmeside for Hornum til? 

Ja. Altså vi har både Facebook, Instagram, SEO optimering, Google abonnement osv. der leder folk hen på 

hjemmesiden på den ene eller anden måde. Så vi er faktisk rimeligt ok i gang på trods af at den er ny. Og 

selvom jeg langt fra er tilfreds med at 500 et eller andet synes at vores hjemmeside er fed, så har vi alligevel 

opnået det på relativt kort tid. Vi giver bl.a. også nogle gratis frø væk til fattige folk fra Rumænien, og gør 

nogle ting som er charity-orienteret, og som kan ”give noget”. Altså alt hvad der kan skabe opmærksomhed 

på den ene eller den anden måde, er jo med til at understøtte image og brandet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 5: Interview (Anchers Havecenter) 

 

Hvor lang tid har Anchers Havecenter ca. distribueret Hornum? 

Jamen det er omkring 2004, hvor Fausol startede brandet op, og der hvor jeg startede i butikken og stiftede 

bekendtskab med det og overtaget den afdeling.  

 

Helt overordnet, hvad er det så for nogle kerneværdier og overbevisninger der driver arbejdsgangen i 

jeres virksomhed?  

Åh det var lidt kompliceret. Kan du lige gentage det? 

 
Hvilke væsentlige og grundlæggende værdier og overbevisninger er det, som Ancher Havecenter har? Altså 

hvad er det, som indfanger det som I står for, og som altid vil være centralt for jer? 

Jamen vi er jo en gartner. Vi er en professionsvirksomhed – altså et gartneri, som er blevet til et havecenter. 

Og det vil sige at vi har et rimeligt højt niveau i forhold til medarbejdere. Vi har ikke så mange service 

assistenter og sådan noget – det er faglærte gartnere, hortonomer, teknikere, dekoratører og sådan. Det der 

ligesom ånden i virksomheden er, at vi skal kunne svare på folks spørgsmål osv. Det er det som er 

drivkraften, men selvfølgelig er det jo et spørgsmål om økonomi, fordi hvis vi ikke tjener penge, jamen så er 

vi der jo ikke. Men vi vil egentlig godt kunne levere et rigtigt godt, bredt varesortiment, en god kvalitet til 

fornuftige penge til masserne. Man kan sige at lidt har vi da til ”snob-niveau”, men ellers rammer vi jo meget 

det brede niveau.  

 
Det du siger med at I har mange uddannede medarbejdere, er det så en værdi fordi det giver ekstra god 

kundeservice, fokus på kunden eller hvordan hvis du skal uddybe det? 

Jamen det handler vel om faglig stolthed. Det er vel nok det som er drivkraften, og vi er jo stadig en 

virksomhed der er i udvikling – vi er jo ikke toppet. Lige nu er vi ved at bygge nye drivhuse og sådan, så vi 

er stadig under udvikling. Og det er da en vigtig drivkraft for mig i hvert fald – at der hele tiden er 

forandring, og at man udvikler sig. Det skal vi alle sammen jo som mennesker, og det er også det chefen har 

udtrykt flere gange; at det er vigtigt at folk får lov til at udvikle sig også, fordi ellers har man jo heller ikke 

glade medarbejdere.  

 

I forhold til det du lige har beskrevet, hvordan passer Hornum så ind i forhold til jeres kerneværdier 

og overbevisninger?  

Jamen man kan sige at der er jo ikke så mange seriøse aktører på markedet, og Hornum er jo blevet et brand, 

som folk forbinder med en god kvalitet, og det går meget godt i hånd med vores butik. Altså noget fagligt 

stolthed, et pænt produkt som efterhånden er blevet udviklet til noget som egentlig er ret pænt. Der sker da 

stadig sjuskefejl eller emballagefejl og sådan noget, men efterhånden synes jeg faktisk, at de har fået lavet en 



pæn serie, som passer godt til vores butik og vores kunder. Og serverer man Hornum op sammen med noget 

andet, jamen så er det Hornum de tager, fordi det kender de, og de ved det er godt, og har haft gode 

oplevelser med det, har jeg indtryk af. Derfor synes jeg at det passer godt ind, og jeg prioriterer det godt i 

butikken. Havde det nu lignet lort – have det nu været nogle grimme emballager eller set forfærdeligt ud – 

jamen så havde det jo ikke stået der. Det er emballagen der sælger lige så meget som alt det andet ikke. Så 

det går rigtig godt i hånd med det som jeg vil med butikken i hvert fald. Altså Fausol har jo Hornum, og det 

er havecenter markedet, men jeg er jo ked af at de putter Hornum ind i alle mulige småbikser og sådan noget. 

Kim vil jo gerne have så meget omsætning som muligt, og det kan jeg godt forstå, men det går jo også at 

hvis de pludselig har Hornum stående nede på Jem & Fix’ hylder, jamen så devaluerer man det i forhold til 

det som jeg gerne vil have med det produkt.  

 
Okay, men som det er nu, hvor det ikke er i alle mulige butikker, der passer Hornum meget godt ind i forhold 

til det, som I står for? 

Ja.  

 
Hvad er formålet med, at I distribuerer Hornum, udover bare at tjene penge?  

Jamen det er jo rent behovsmæssigt kan man sige. Hornum er jo baseret rigtig meget på næringsstoffer, altså 

gødning i forskellige typer, og det er jo et basalt behov for de fleste – altså de vil have nogle planter, og de 

skal have noget at leve af. Men jeg kunne da godt købe andre produkter også – og det har jeg også.  

 

Men hvad er så formålet med, at I har valgt at distribuere netop Hornum?  

Jamen det er fordi der jo ikke er specielt mange aktører, og så fordi det er kendt. Og jeg har prøvet andre – 

der er et svensk produkt som er stort i Sverige, men man kan ikke sælge det i Danmark. Folk kender det ikke, 

det er ikke markedsført. Det er væsentligt billigere, og kvaliteten er lige så god, men jeg kan ikke sælge det. 

Altså det er jo en komplementær vare – du gøder din græsplæne, du gøde sin hæk, du gøder dine krukker, du 

gøder dine stueplanter, og det er behov for de her næringsstoffer, og det er jo det som Hornum leverer. Det er 

jo ikke anderledes end mælk – altså folk mælk, og det bruger de til det og det, og gødning bruger du til din 

have. Har du ikke en have, har du ikke potteplanter, og så bruger du heller ikke gødning. Så derfor har vi det. 

Og det er jo et pænt produkt, der passer godt til butikken.  

 

Når du siger det på den måde, mener du så at Hornum er noget, der hjælper jer med at opnå et andet formål, 

som I har som butik?  

Nej altså, jeg har det sådan lidt at hvis Fausol pludselig laver et eller andet, eller sætter priserne op eller gør 

et eller andet, jamen så står der ikke Hornum på hylderne, så står der noget andet.  

Okay, men jeg tænker i forhold til nu hvor I har Hornum, og at brandet er som det er nu. Hvis jeg nu spørger 

på en anden måde; hvad ville kunderne miste hvis I nu stoppede med at distribuere Hornum? 



Jamen de vil ikke miste noget, fordi når de så kommer og siger ’jeg plejer at købe Hornum’, jamen så siger 

jeg at ’så skal du tage det her i stedet for’ – ’den er nøjagtig lige så god, den kan det samme’, og så næste 

gang de kommer, så siger de ’jamen jeg købte den her sidst og den var god’ – okay, så skal du tage den igen. 

Altså loyaliteten er jo ikke længere end til hvad jeg anbefaler dem og har stående fremme. Så altså hvis 

Hornum nu eksempelvis ikke blev lavet mere, jamen så ville jeg jo bare finde alternativer.  

  

Ja selvfølgelig. Men jeg tænker, at hvis du ser det fra en kundes synspunkt, og hvis I stoppede med at sælge 

Hornum, hvad ville kunden så miste lige i forhold til ikke at kunne købe Hornum? 

Måske en eller anden tryghed ved at hvis man har et produkt man kender – det er jo det, som gør det let, altså 

at man tager et produkt, fordi det er det som man kender. Og man ved jo ikke om nogle andre produkter 

virker, før man har prøvet dem. Det kan godt være jeg står og fortæller dem det, men det er jo den 

usikkerhed der er i det.  

 

Okay, men forbinder de fleste Hornum med et brand de kender, og som noget der virker, efter din mening? 

Jamen det tror jeg da at dem der kommer hos os i hvert fald gør. Man kan jo også købe Hornum i Bauhaus, 

Silvan, Bilka og alle mulige andre steder, og det er jo fint nok, så længe det ikke kommer ud i et eller andet 

lavpris discount produkt. Altså som kunde mister man jo ikke noget, men der er jo oplevelse i at købe 

noget…. Altså hvorfor køber folk en original Louis Vuitton taske, når de kan købe en kopi der er lige så 

pæn, som kan nøjagtighed det samme, og som holder lige så længe – det er jo et eller andet med en 

oplevelse. Altså sådan er det bare… Hvorfor kan man sælge en bil der koster 2 millioner, ikke? Jamen fordi 

der er nogle der har råd, og der er nogle der gerne vil betale for den der overdrevene luksus, ikke? Men den 

transportere dig jo fra a til b, og man kan få en komfort i en bil for 400.000, der er næsten lige så god. Og 

sådan er det jo også med Hornum, altså prisniveauet ligger lidt over de andre. Altså hvis det stiger ret meget, 

så tror jeg at folk begynder at vælge anderledes. Der er jo selvfølgelig en eller anden inflation, men det ligger 

fornuftigt tænker jeg.  

 

Hvis man nu ser 10-30 år ud i fremtiden, hvad er så jeres mission med at distribuere Hornum? Hvad 

er det I stræber efter at være, opnå og skabe ved at distribuere Hornum? 

Det ved jeg ikke. Det går jo lidt i hånd med det, som jeg har sagt tidligere. Vi går det jo kun så længe vi 

synes produktet er attraktivt, priserne er rigtige, og sortimentet er rigtigt, og at det ser ordentligt ud. Og de 

andre leverandører kopiere dem jo også nu – altså det her med spande som de sælger meget af, jamen det 

begynder de andre jo også stille og roligt at lave. Så det er jo ikke fordi at hele verden ramler fordi jeg ikke 

kan have Hornum stående, men jeg synes at Hornum er pæn, og et godt produkt, der passer til vores butik, og 

vores kunder er glade for det. Det der er vigtigt, er jo at Hornum følger med tiden, og udvikler sig – tilbyder 

de rigtige varer til de rigtige priser, i den rigtige emballage, i det rigtige set up, og sørger for at lave nogle 



pæne løsninger, og noget der er tilsvarende hvad vi gør. Som indkøber står man jo altid over for et valg om 

hvilken løsning man synes er bedst, hvor man tjener flest penge, hvor får man de bedste produkter, og hvor 

får man den mest tilfredse kunde. Lige nu føler jeg at jeg får den mest tilfredse kunde ved at handle med 

Hornum, men jeg har alle de andre også.  

 

Men hvis man så kun fokuserer på Hornum, er missionen så at tjene penge, som en del af jeres overordnede 

mission så? 

Ja det er det jo, og det vil det altid være lige meget hvad man laver i en butik. Ingen driver en virksomhed 

fordi de synes at det er sjovt alene – målsætningen er jo at vi alle sammen skal ’have smør på brødet’, og at 

vi skal have råd til at udvikle, og gøre tingene spændende og gøre det rigtige. Og det er jo målet. Alt andet er 

jo naivt at tro fordi det bare er hyggeligt og sjovt. 

 

Hvordan når I markedsføre Hornum i butikken – markedsføre I så Hornum alene som brand, eller som en 

del af en kategori af produkter? 

Ja det gør vi. Kim vil rigtig gerne have at vi lavet sådan et ’Hornum land’ og sådan noget, men bliver lidt 

noget fjol, ikke? Fordi der hvor vi sælger græsgødning, der skal græsset være, og der hvor de andre 

gødningstyper står, jamen der skal det her også stå.  

 

Okay, så det lyder som om at det typisk bliver markedsført som en del af en kategori af produkter? 

Ja, det gør det. Altså jeg kan da også sagtens tage nogle af deres produkter og markedsføre dem i annoncer 

og noget. 

 

Har du andet du gerne vil tilføje ift. Hornum, jeres vision mv.? 

Altså du er velkommen til at ringe igen, hvis det ikke var fyldestgørende nok, men det var nogle svære 

spørgsmål, fordi det er sådan noget udefinerbart. Altså man kan jo ikke sige ja eller nej, og jeg kan jo ikke 

fortælle dig hvad der sker om 10-30 år, eller om vi overhoveder er der på det tidspunkt.  

 

Nej men det er jo også kun i forhold til jeres vision, altså hvad I ”drømmer om”. 

Jamen vi drømmer om at vi har skabt Danmarks største havecenter på 17 år, og at lave det endnu bedre og 

endnu mere lækkert. Få endnu flere markedsandele, og give folk endnu bedre oplevelser.  

 

Og I bruger bl.a. Hornum til at nå det mål, eller hvordan? 

Ja det kan man godt sige, men det bruger vi jo også alt muligt andet til. Hornum er ikke nogen guldgrube, 

men jeg er fint tilfreds med Hornum. Det er et pænt set up, og de leverer nogle pæne produkter og det spiller.  

 



Appendix 6: Interview (Plantorama) 

 

Hvor lang tid har Plantorama ca. distribueret Hornum? 

20 år. Vi var med helt fra starten da det kom på markedet, og der var det jo ikke Fausol der havde det, men 

købte jo så brandet senere. 

 

Helt overordnet, hvad er det så for nogle kerneværdier og overbevisninger der driver arbejdsgangen i 

jeres virksomhed?  

Øh ja. Det ved jeg ikke, altså hvad mener du? 

 

Altså hvad er de grundlæggende værdier, som indfanger hvad Plantorama står for, og som altid vil være 

centrale for jer? 

Jamen helt overordnet konceptmæssigt, så er vi jo et plante- og havecenter som lægger stor vægt på god 

kvalitet til en fair pris. Vi forsøger i princippet at ligge os mellem den der dyre specialhandel og så 

dagligvaremarkedet, såsom supermarkeder osv. som kun tænker pris og ikke tænker kvalitet og sådan noget.  

 

Okay, og i forhold til værdier, så er det altså kvalitet du nævnte? 

Det er god kvalitet.  

 

Okay, er der andre værdier som indfanger det som I står for? 

Ja, god kvalitet, god service og en god oplevelse. Både give kunderne en god oplevelse når de handler hos 

os, men også sikre os, at de får en god oplevelse med det som de køber. Så det er ligesom det som vi står for 

garant og giver garanti for, så er der noget der ikke lykkedes for dem, så har vi fejlet et eller andet sted. 

Enten ved at produktet ikke er godt nok – det håber vi ikke er tilfældet – og ellers har vi ikke forklaret godt 

nok hvordan man får succes med varerne om det så er planter, gødning eller andre ting de køber. Vi vil gerne 

sikre os, at folk får en god oplevelse.  

 

Okay. I forhold til det som du lige har beskrevet, hvordan passer Hornum så ind? 

Jamen Hornum passer egentlig rigtig godt ind i det -  i hvert fald det grundlæggende. Jeg er jo altid efter Kim 

Faurbjerg omkring at han jo gerne vil klistre Hornum på en masse ting, men så skal man jo holde sin sti ren, 

og så sørge for, at når der er noget der er Hornum, jamen så har man sikret sig at det ligger i toppen af 

kvalitetsskalaen, så man ikke udvander sit gode brand. For det er jo et kvalitetsprodukt – det er det som folk 

forbinder med Hornum. De forventer at det er god kvalitet. 

 



Okay, så det du siger, er at I er et sted med fokus på kvaliteten, og Hornum passer ind fordi det også er et 

kvalitets brand? 

Ja.  

Hvad er hele formålet med, at I distribuerer Hornum udover bare at tjene penge?  

Ja altså det er fordi at det er et godt produkt – det ligger i den høje ende af kvalitetsskalaen, men prisen er 

stadigvæk rimelig. Det er ikke sådan at fordi man har en mærkevare, at man så forsøger at skal have overpris 

for det. Og det gælder også med at man vælger et indhold som er så godt, at man siger, at det er der bare 

ingen almindelige forbrugere som vil betale for, og der er måske heller ikke nogle som får glæde af det i 

sidste ende. Altså at have toppen på kvaliteten hvis man kan sige det sådan. Det er god kvalitet og en god 

oplevelse som folk får ud af det uden at de bliver flået, så det ligger rigtig godt i markedet, og også i et 

prisniveau hvor man siger at kunderne gerne vil betale for det. Supermarkederne vil generelt ikke føre det, 

fordi det er for dyrt i forhold til mange af de andre mærker de kan købe, fordi for dem er frø jo frø, og 

gødning er gødning, så de kan ikke udnytte den merværdi som Hornum brandet har.  

 

Okay, men hvad er det så jeres formål med Hornum er, når man ser ud i fremtiden?  

Ja, formålet med Hornum er selvfølgelig at tjene nogle penge, ellers så kan vi ikke være her, og så to; det er 

jo at det er en mærkevare, som kan være med til at drive kategorien. Om man så siger at det er kategorien 

inden for frø, eller kategorien inden for jord, eller kategorien inden for kemikalier og gødning, så er Hornum 

brandet med til at drive kategorien fordi det er en mærkevare, og en varer som folk efterspørg og også 

identificerer sig selv med – at de kender måske Hornum brandet fra den gødning, som det sprang ud fra, men 

når de ser Hornum brandet på frø eller noget andet, jamen så forbinder de også med at det må være noget de 

skal have, fordi det ved virker, og det har de glæde af. Så det er en mærkevare der driver kategorien kan man 

sige.  

 

Okay, vil det så sige at når I markedsføre Hornum, så gør I det egentlig som en del af en kategori af 

produkter, eller hvordan? 

Altså det kan både markedsføres som et brand, eller at vi fx markedsføre det som en gødningskategori under 

Hornum, fordi at den er heller ikke så prisfølsom. Der er ikke mange der sammenligner det med eksempelvis 

en flydende 5 liters gødning af et eller andet no-name. Der vil de bevidste forbrugere hellere give 20-30 

procent mere, og så køber de Hornum fordi de ved at så får de succes. 

 

Okay, så det er altså forskelligt hvordan I vælger at markedsføre Hornum? Enten som brandet selv, eller 

som en del af en større kategori af produkter?  

Ja det kan man godt sige. Det kører vi lidt tostrenget på. 

 



Hvad er det der afgør hvad I vælger at gøre? 

Det har nok lidt med sæsoner og årstider at gøre i forhold til hvad vi fokuserer på, og så er det også nogle 

gange det der med bare ikke at gøre det samme hver gang. Hvis man kun markedsfører enkelte Hornum 

produkter, og at kunderne vænner sig til at de altid kan købe den vare for 100 kr., jamen når den så står til 

129 kr. som normalpris, så køber folk den jo ikke. Vi vil ikke ødelægge prisniveauet, og så også det der med 

at de lægger mærke til – altså man kender jo fra sig selv, at når man sidder og bladre gennem 

kampagneblade, og hvis det ligner det fra sidste gang, jamen så mister det efterhånden sin interesse. Hvis der 

nu er en eller anden generel rabat på hele Hornum serien eller en form for demo på Hornum, jamen så 

rammer det nogle forbrugere som normalt ellers måske ville bladre over. Så det er lidt for at fange 

forskellige menneskers interesse for produktet – det er det der er mest afgørende, at prøve at komme med 

forskellige vinkler.  

 

Hvis nu man ser 10-30 år ud i fremtiden, hvad er det så jeres mission er med at distribuere Hornum? 

Altså hvad er det I stræber efter at være, opnå og skabe ved bl.a. at distribuere Hornum? 

Jamen det er at blive markedsledende på Hornum produkterne, så man siger at der har man en god 

mærkevare – et godt brand – som er i den høje ende af kvalitetsskalaen, og som ikke bliver ødelagt i 

markedet ved at den blive forhandlet på hvert et gadehjørne. Jamen igen, det er et lidt dyrere produkt, og det 

er der mange, der afholder sig fra. Men hvis det er noget kunderne efterspørg alle steder, og hvis man ikke 

har en distributionsstrategi og forhandlerplan fra Hornums side, jamen så kan man jo komme til at smadre 

det marked vil jeg sige. Det er uinteressant at handle med hvis det står på hvert et gadehjørne, og der er altid 

et eller andet sted hvor man kan smadre prisen. Så 10 år ud i fremtiden, der forventer jeg da at vi er 

eneforhandler af Hornum på det danske marked. Det kunne da være en drøm – det er da en ambition. Så må 

Hornum jo komme på banen med hvad vi så skal afsætte – hvad kravet er til afsætning af produkterne, hvis 

vi skal være eneforhandler eller hovedforhandler.  

 

Hvis du så forestiller dig, at vi sidder her om 10-30 år – så prøv at beskriv med et par sætninger, hvad 

det vil betyde, at have opnået den mission som du lige har beskrevet iht. Hornum?  

Ja. Der vil vi have opnået en af de meget vigtige mål, og det er at have et brand hvor man siger, at i 

princippet, er det den eneste vare vi har i den kategori – det er Hornum. Fordi det er jo sådan at i en 

butikstype som vores, at først og fremmest er der nogle standardvarer, og dem går vi ikke efter at skulle 

vejlede vores kunder i forhold til hvad de skal købe. Det skal være sådan at vi egentlig har valgt for vores 

kunder, så hvis du skal bruge en flydende gødning til drivhuset, jamen så er det en 5 liters Hornum du skal 

købe. Det er det. Det er valgt. Næste – bum. Så der kan vi undgå at have dubletter – så altså hvis det er 5 

liters flydende gødning du skal bruge, jamen så er det Hornum – det er det eneste rigtige valg, og det er det 

som vi har på hylden.  



Okay, så det at I vil have opnået jeres mission, det er også en del af jeres overordnede mål, eller? Altså det 

du nævnte med sortiment og kategori. 

Ja, og vi arbejder meget på at strømline vores sortiment på den måde at vi ikke forvirrer kunderne med et hav 

af valgmuligheder, fordi så snart vi har to produkter der er ens – det eneste der er forskel er måske etikken 

eller prisen – jamen så lige pludselig så sætter man rigtig mange kunder i et dilemma, fordi de bliver usikre 

på hvad de skal vælge – hvorfor har vi to? Og det gør jo at man så begynder at belaste vores personale med 

unødige spørgsmål, fordi hvis vi er enige om alle sammen, at Hornum er det bedste folk skal bruge, jamen så 

lad os dog sælge det og føre det alene.  

 

Har du noget andet du gerne vil tilføje i forhold til jeres vision med Hornum m.m.? 

Jamen det er jo som jeg startede med at sige, at man skal holde sin sti ren når man er Hornum. Man skal 

virkelig tænke sig om og ikke bare misbruge navnet. Det er den største fejl; at lige pludselig kan man købe 

alt fra redskabsskure til pyntegenstande der hedder Hornum. Og så bliver det udvandet, så man skal virkelig 

tænke sig om og sige ”hvor giver det mening at lave en serie, et brand eller et produkt som hedder 

Hornum?”. Det skal være noget som folk forbinder med en vare der har en vis kvalitet, og ikke bare sådan 

noget som man klistrer på alt muligt, for at tro at man kan drive mere ind under den der kategori eller hat 

eller hvad man skal kalde det, som hedder Hornum. Det er da fristende at sige ”nu klistrer vi bare Hornum på 

alt hvad vi har”, men det er farligt, for så tror jeg at brandet bliver ødelagt.  

 

Okay, så går I meget op i hvilke slags produkter det er I vælger at distribuere fra Hornum? 

Ja, det skal være der hvor det giver noget mening, og at der er en god forklaring på hvorfor det skal hedde 

Hornum. Og også der hvor vi har en rimelig formodning om at det man har brandet også har den kvalitet 

som det skal have – altså at man ikke går på kompromis med et eller andet, fordi man pludselig ser en eller 

anden hurtig gevinst på den korte bane. Det er vigtigt, at når man laver et nyt produkt der skal ind under 

Hornum, jamen så skal det igennem de samme krav som alt muligt andet man har, så kvaliteten er på det 

niveau som den skal være.  

 

Så det vil sige at produkterne fra Hornum skal passe ind i Plantorama og hvad I overordnet står for, så det 

på en måde bliver afspejlet?  

Ja. Det er jo klart at hvis vi har det mål om 10 år og siger at vi ikke har andre gødnings- eller jordprodukter 

udover Hornum, jamen så er det også fordi, at det er noget som vi står inde for. Og der er ingen grund til at 

have andet, fordi her får du værdi for dine penge – kvalitetsprodukter som vi ved virker overfor de 

havebrugere og det som de dyrker. Her virker tingene, og det er godt til den pris – der er der ”value for 

money” – det får man her. Det er jo vanvittigt vigtigt for os i den lange bane hvis man udfaser andre mærker, 



andre serie, private labels eller sådan noget, så skal man i hvert fald være sikker på at det her er ”toppen af 

poppen”.  

 

Er der andre ting, som du gerne vil komme ind på? 

Altså jeg snakker jo en del med Kim om at jeg bl.a. ikke synes at markedsføringen af Hornum er god nok.   

 

Den del som Fausol står for? 

Ja, altså det kan gøres meget bedre – den markedsføring der er over for slutforbrugeren. Og sammenhængen 

mellem markedsføringen der bliver lavet til produktpræsentationerne i butikkerne – der er også noget at 

arbejde med – helt sikkert. Så man eksempelvis ikke står med nogle flotte kartoner, og når det så kommer ud 

på et pap-display i butikken, så står de og falder sammen. Der skal man også sørge for at alt POS materiale 

og alt det der også har en vis standard. Og det er selvfølgelig lidt dyrere, men det er også et lidt dyrere brand, 

som man kan få flere penge for, så det skal hænge sammen. Der må ikke være et led i kæden som ikke er 

stærkt nok, hvor det så er der det bliver ødelagt.  

 

Så Fausol står altså for al branding af Hornum ude i jeres butikker, eller gør I også selv noget? 

Vi gør ikke selv noget nej, det er noget, der er lavet fra Hornums side.  

 

Okay, så I påvirker ikke opfattelsen af brandet selv? 

Jo, ved placeringer osv. Og vi gør selvfølgelig noget med vores egen markedsføring, hvor vi markedsføre ud 

i vores egne husstandsomdelte kataloger og på TV. Det er jo fordi, at vi gerne vil lave spin-off på den 

markedsføring, der bliver lavet på Hornum – altså når kunderne er blevet aktiveret, jamen hvor skal de så 

købe det, og så kommer det lige i et magasin fra Plantorama – der kan man købe produkterne. Så vi vil jo 

gerne lede kunderne ned i vores butikker – det er ligesom vores mission. Så længe at Hornum er et mærke at 

handle i mange forskellige segmenter på det danske marked, så er vi jo nødt til at prøve få en del af de 

kunder, så mange som muligt selvfølgelig, til at handle det hos os.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 7: Interview (Flemmings Planteskole) 

 

Hvad er det for nogle kerneværdier og overbevisninger der driver arbejdsgangen i jeres virksomhed? 

Altså hvad er det som Flemmings Planteskole står for, og hvad er det der altid vil være centralt for 

jer?  

Baseret på ærlighed. Det hjælper jo ikke noget at sælge to planter til kunden, hvis de kun skal bruge en.  

 

Er der nogle andre grundlæggende værdier som I arbejder ud fra?  

Øh ja, at vi har et stort sortiment. At vi følger kunden – hvis det kan lade sig gøre – fra indgang til udgang 

hvis kunden er interesseret i det selvfølgelig.  

 

Okay, så er det noget med noget kundeservice?  

Ja, kundeservice.  

 

Kan du uddybe det?  

Jamen der bliver lagt vægt på at vi har fagpersonale der kan svare på stort set det hele.  

 

Okay, så service, ærlighed. Er der nogle andre værdier?  

Øh stort sortiment – ja, en slags eldorado for plantesamlere.  

 

Okay, så det vil sige at det er ærlighed og service I ligesom står for?  

Ja. Kunden har ikke altid ret, det skal vi også lige huske, selvom det er det som I lærer på skolen og rundt 

omkring. Men kunderne har altså ikke altid ret, og så skal de også have det at vide.  

 

I forhold til de kerneværdier og overbevisninger du lige har beskrevet, hvordan passer Hornum så ind 

i forhold til dem? 

Jamen de passer jo ind i at det er – hvis vi snakker om deres gødning i hvert fald – et fagligt dokumenteret 

godt produkt, som vi kan stå inde for, og så i og med at de ikke har bevidst det modsatte, så kan jeg sige at vi 

med brandet Hornum, kan blive nødt til at stole på at det kan holde. Og den dag hvor vi finder ud af, at det 

kan det så ikke helt så…. altså vi giver chancer, men det er ikke mange. Og så ved de jo også at så er det slut. 

Og vi er altså ikke blege for at skifte en leverandør ud, hvis leverandøren ikke lever op til de krav vi har.  

 

Okay, så overordnet vælger I altså leverandør ud fra at det skal passe ind med de værdier jeres virksomhed 

har?  

Ja.  



Okay, og der siger du – i hvert fald nu -  at Hornum passer ind i forhold til det med ærlighed?  

Ja, de har i hvert fald ikke bevidst det modsatte.  

 

Okay, så i forhold til jeres værdier, så passer Hornum ind i og med at det er et ærligt brand?  

Ja. Det er noget vi kan stå inde for.  

 

Hvad er jeres grundlæggende formål med at I distribuerer Hornum – udover bare at tjene penge? 

Jamen vores formål det er jo at levere det bedste til vores kunder. Øh – og derigennem tjene penge. Det er 

hovedformålet med det hele jo.  

 

Men hvad er selve formålet med at distribuere Hornum? Hvordan passer det ind?  

Jamen det er jo at understøtte vores overordnede koncept hvis man kan sige det sådan – det skal passe ind. 

De værdier vi har, skal passe med vores produkter, eller vores produkter skal passe med de værdier vi har. 

Vend det sådan.  

 

Hvad ville kunderne miste, hvis I nu stopper med at distribuere Hornum?  

Jamen hvis vi stoppede, så ville de reelt set ikke miste noget, fordi at grunden til at vi skulle stoppe, ville kun 

være hvis vi lukkede butikken eller hvis Hornum har svigtet på en anden måde, og vist at det var ikke det de 

stod inde for. Så den vej igennem, der ville vores kunder ikke miste noget, fordi de ville få et andet produkt 

der er lige så godt, eller bedre, som alternativ.  

 

Okay, så de ville bare få et konkurrerende eller et andet brand i stedet for?  

Ja, og grunden til hvis vi skulle skifte det ud, så ville det igen ikke være kunderne der mister noget, men de 

ville få noget der ville være bedre, eller noget der var tilsvarende i det vi gik i Hornum med. Altså grunden 

til at vi gik ind, var fordi de havde et godt produkt og hvis det gode produkt lige pludselig ikke er så godt 

mere som det har været, jamen så skal vi bare tilbage og have fundet noget andet der er lige så godt som 

dengang de startede. Så kunderne ville altså ikke miste noget, men bare noget der var bedre.  

 

Så du mener altså at I altid vil have et alternativ?  

Ja, og der er altid alternativer, men lige nu er der ikke noget alternativ der er bedre.  

 

 

 

 



Okay, hvordan kan det være at I overordnet bruger jeres energi på at distribuere Hornum i forhold til at der 

også er så mange andre brands?  

Jamen det gør vi fordi det er et produkt vi kan stå inde for, og altså fx Hornum frøene fik vi ind fordi de var 

pæne og vi havde en formodning om at de holdte samme kvalitet som gødningen, og det har vidst sig at det 

gør de.  

 

Okay, ud fra at du sagde at formålet med at distribuere Hornum er en del af jeres overordnede formål, hvad 

er det så jeres overordnede formål er?  

Jamen det er jo at få udbredt. Hmm hvordan skal jeg forklare det. Jamen vores overordnede formål er vel at 

få så distribueret så mange produkter ud i folks haver som muligt af  en anden type end dem man kan købe i 

et supermarked, og der tænker jeg helt generelt.  

 

Okay, og hvorfor er det at det er vigtigt at I gør det?  

Jamen det er jo mest af alt for at tilfredsstille et behov vi selv har, og så for at få de enkelte haver gjort så 

forskellige som mulige.  

 

Okay, så det har altså også noget med kunderne at gøre? 

Ja det har det også.  

 

Kan du uddybe det? 

Jamen jeg kan næsten stille et modspørgsmål – synes du ikke at det er kedeligt at se to haver der er 

fuldstændigt belagt med fliser? Og hvis du går ind til naboen og ser 20 forskellige planter, og så går du ind til 

den anden, og han har også plantet 20 forskellige planter, og de er ens. Så kan du så fortælle mig, ville det 

ikke være kedeligt også? Og det er vores formål – at sørge for at prøve at få folk til at købe det som andre 

folk ikke har.  

 

I forhold til distributionen af Hornum, markedsføre I så Hornum enkeltvis som brand, eller fokuserer I på en 

kategori af brands og så markedsføre dem sammen? 

Ja, oftest så markedsføre vi brandet Hornum for sig selv. Eller det har vi gjort i hvert fald på fx Facebook.  

 

Okay, så I markedsføre Hornum som brand for sig selv, og ikke som en del af en kategori af flere forskellige 

brands? 

Ja. 

 

 



Er det sådan hver gang? 

Nej det er det ikke. Det er lidt med forskel. Men vi kører en del med brandet Hornum, men også som en 

kategori af mange.  

 

Hvis nu man ser 10-30 år ud i fremtiden, hvad er det så jeres mission eller jeres mål er med at 

distribuere Hornum? 

Jamen det er at tjene penge, så vi kan gå på pension! 

 

Ja, men hvad er det ligesom I stræber efter at være, opnå og skabe ved at distribuere Hornum? 

Jamen det er at fortælle at vi har gode produkter, og at de ting vi har i butikken er noget vi kan stå inde for, 

som bl.a. Hornum.  

 

Okay, så er det det som udfordrer jer? Er det det som er jeres mål? 

Ja. Vores mål er at have det bedste af det bedste i butikken. Man kan selvfølgelig ramme ved siden af en 

gang i mellem. Det har vi dog ikke gjort med Hornum endnu.  

 

Okay, så er det jeres mission med Hornum, eller er det jeres overordnede mission?  

Jamen det er vores overordnede mission, og Hornum er så en del af den. 

 

Kan du uddybe det? Hvordan passer Hornum ind i forhold til jeres overordnede mission? 

At det lever op til de standarder vi sætter for hvordan et produkt skal være i den gruppe eller kategori.  

 

Hvad er det for nogle standarder? 

Kvalitet bl.a. Kvalitet, kvalitet og kvalitet. Nogle gange kan det så blive så dyrt at det ikke kan lade sig gøre, 

men vi har produkterne alligevel, og så må folk vælge om de vil have det eller ej.  

 

Hvis du nu forestiller dig, at vi sidder her om 10-30 år, så prøv at beskriv med et par sætninger, hvad 

det vil betyde, hvis I har opnået den mission du lige har beskrevet? 

Det er jo langt ud i fremtiden.  

 

Ja, men hvis du nu forestiller dig det, eller hvis du forstiller dig at I har opnået missionen, og at der er en 

avis, der skriver en artikel om Flemmings Planteskole, hvad ville der så stå i avisen? Jeg vil have dig til at 

beskrive eller oversætte jeres mission fra ord til billeder, så den er mere håndgribelig for folk. 

Årh. Jamen den er jo svær, fordi så langt ud i fremtiden tænker jeg slet ikke.  

 



Hvad hvis vi så kun ser 5 år frem? 

Jamen puha.  

 

Vi du have et eksempel på en anden virksomhed, som kan hjælpe forståelsen af spørgsmålet? 

Ja, det vil jeg gerne.  

 

Eksempel: Sportsvirksomheden, Giro 

 

Mission:  

At blive en stor virksomhed i år X – og at blive i cykel industrien, hvad Nike er for sportssko, og Apple for 

computere 

 

Beskrivelse af hvordan det vil være, at have opnået missionen: 

De bedste ryttere i verden vil bruge vores produkter i verdensklasse konkurrencer. Vindere af Tour de 

France, VM, og den olympiske guldmedalje vil vinde, mens de er iført Giro hjelme. Vi vil modtage 

uopfordrede opkald og breve fra kunder, der siger, "Tak for at være i erhvervslivet; En af jeres hjelme 

reddede mit liv". Vores medarbejdere vil føle, at dette er det bedste sted de nogensinde har arbejdet. Og når 

du beder folk om at nævne top virksomheden i cykelbranchen, vil langt de fleste sige, ”Giro” 

 

Ja, okay. Altså vores armbevægelser er aboslut ikke så store! Vores ambition er jo reelt set bare at overleve. 

Og finde nogle der vil overtage virksomheden. Så hvis vi siger om 15 år, enten er der nogle der har overtaget 

virksomheden, ellers har vi lukket. Om 15 år går jeg på pension, og så ved jeg ikke hvad der skal ske derefter 

– det har jeg ikke nogle tanker om. Muligheden kan være at hvis vi ser 20 år frem, så er Flemmings 

Planteskole måske en af dem der har været. 

 

Okay, men hvis vi nu tænker på den mission du har beskrevet, og forestiller os at I bliver ved med at 

eksistere som virksomhed? 

Jamen så vil missionen jo være den samme hele tiden, at distribuere vores viden ud til vores kunder i et 

omfang som vi kan stå inde for, og ja lige i øjeblikket der er vi markedsledende her syd for Næstved – qua 

der ikke er andre. Det og så at blive gjort mere synlige. Vores ambition er jo at folk skal se og vide at vi er 

her, og at de skal komme hertil fordi de produkter vi tilbyder er i top. 

 

Okay, så det beskrivelsen er, at folk de vil komme til jer? 

Ja. De vil vide at den service og de produkter de får her, er i top.  

   


